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General debate (continued)

1. The PRESIDENT: I have great pleasure in
welcoming the Prime Minister and Minister for
Foreign Affairs of New Zealand, Mr. David Lange,
and inviting him to address the General Assembly.
2. Mr. LANGE (New Zealand): Mr. President, I
congratulate you on your election. When Africa's
problems are looming so large, it is appropriate that
an African should once again preside over the
General Assembly. We are confident that your
presidency will help make this session a fruitful one.
New Zealand will do all it can to assist you.
3. We welcome the newest Member of the United
Nations, Brunei Darussalam, a coun~ry of our own
part of the world, with which we have long-standing
ties. New /...,caland has long believed that the mem
bership of the Organization should be universal. We
welcome every step in that direction. We would not
want to see the principle of universality compro
mised in any way.
4. I would not adequately reflect the views of most
New Zealanders if I did not, right at the beginning of
my first address to the General Assembly, talk about
an issue that has become very prominent in public
debate in our countly. New Zealanders-not just a
few of them, but people from all sectors of the
community-have become gravely concerned about
nuclear weapons and the continuing and deadly
competition in their production, their refinement
and their deployment.
5. New Zealand is a small and remote country,
perhaps a little distant from the mainstream of world
affairs. We are fortunate enough to live in a region
that constitutes a pocket of tranquillity in a deeply
divided and troubled world. Like many members of
the international community, New Zealand faces
serious economic problems and some social ones as
well; but we are at least able to come ~o grips with
these problems without having our attention diverted
by those immediate worries ,!,out securitY that are
all too familiar for many lv\;>;mbers of the United
Nations. We are not occupied; we are nobody's
client; we have excellent relations with all our
neighbours; in 1984 no other country has Nf.-w
Zealand in its sights. For our longer-term protection
we rely on our membership of the Western Alliance.
That membership is formally expressed in a security
treaty with the United States and Australia which for
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33 years has been a central frature of the foreign and
defence policies of successive New Zealand Govern
ments, including my own.

6. Against this background, why is it that New
Zealanders are becoming increasingly worried about
a contest that is centred in two capitals half a world
aw3'~.'? With no more immodesty than many others,
New Zealanders like to think of themselves as
practical and sensible people. They are simply
alarmed at the continuing build-up of nuclear arse
nals, because they can see no sense in it. How does it
make sense continually to augment and refine an
existing capacity to make the rubble bounce and
bounce and bounce again? New Zealanders have felt
deepening frustration .at the inability of the States
that hold nuclear weapons, in particular the two
super-Powers, to agree on practical measures to halt
and reverse the process of building more and Ubet
ter" nuclear weapons. If ordinary people everywhere
can see the irrationality of that race, they ask, why
cannot the super-Powers see it also? And, if they can
see it, why do they not do something about It?

7. Quite recently, another dimension has been
added to these concerns. Our people, like others
round the world, have known for a long time that the
possibility of nuclear war is a terrible and frightening
one. They have known for very many years that if the
countries that have these weapons eventually de
scend to hurling them at each other, then those
countries Bnd their peoples will be destroyed. They
have also recognized that other countries, including
New Zealand, would suffer very severely indeed. But
New Zealanders had not previously supposed that
the direct physical consequences for them could be
overwhelming. If common humanity and concern for
others dictated anxiety about nuclear war, it was
thought, perhaps we could afford to be slightly less
anxious than others.

8. Within the last year or so, New Zealanders have
been told that even that last tattered shred of
reassurance is probably no longer available. Reputa
ble scientists from east and west have told us that the
global, climatic and long-term biological conse
quences of a nuclear war would be much more severe
than had been previously thought. What is more, that
would be the case if even a relatively small part of
existing nuclear arsenals was used or if the weapons
",ere used only against so-called counter-force or
military targets. The scientists have also told us that
nuclear war in the north may generate a nuclear
winter in the south as well. They have gone further
and advised us that there is a possibility of the self
inflicted extinction of the human species. That, we
are told, is what could flow from the deliberate, if
irrational, act, the mistake, the miscalculation or the
accident.
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9. To New Zealanders this is a truly appalling state 15. We ask, in addition, of the Soviet Union that it
of affairs. Refinements or modifications of the reflect on the fact that many countries, of which New
predictions which the scientists have made about the Zealand is one, have the greatest difficulty in under-
consequences of nuclear war may be made as a result standing its current reluctance to take part in bilater-
of further work, but they will concern only the exact al arms control negotiations with the United States.
range of utter disaster. The events that occurred between 1939 and 1945
10. What t.he scientists have already made entirely gave the Soviet Union every reason to be concerned
plain to all of us-plainer than ever before-is that about preserving the peace. It will advance that cause
the nuclear weapons that may have helped to main- by returning to the bargaining table and looking at
tain an uneasy peace between two great countries for ways and means of beginning the process of de-
more than three decad.:s .have become a threat to the escalation.
security and survival of countries and peoples every- 16. Countries such as my own have to recognize
where. The situation we are facing is quite unlike any that the contribution we can make to assist this
other with which the international community has process is limited; but we are bound to continue to
had to grapple before. It is one from which, unpalata- try. There are several things we want to empbasize.
ble though it may be to think about, no country- The most urgent of these is the need for massive
and, for that matter, no individual-can back away. reductions in strategic nuclear arms. There are other
We shall not escape from it if the traditional things as well. New Zealand has, for many Years,
prescriptions of great-?ower politics are applied. argued the case for the conclusion of a comprehen-
11. What the scientists have not demonstrated, of sive test-ban treaty.
course, is that nuclear war will occur or that it is 17. It needs to be understood that our advocacy of
more likely now than it was in the past. But the that measure is not prompted solely by the fact that
question how close we may be to falling into the one of the nuclear-weapon States continues, despite
abyss does not take account of the essential point. repeated pleas from all the countries in the region, to
The fact is that a nuclear war is possible, whether it is test its weapons in the South Pacific. We see a
half a year or 100 years away or whether, as we all prohibition of the testing of nuclear weapons by any
hope, It never occurs. country in any environment as a critical first step in
12. None of the nuclear-weapon States can tell us halting and then turning back the arms race. We have
that it will not occur, that they will never do what been disappointed at the lack of progress made in
they have in their power to do. The results of the use securing such a prohibition. My delegation will again
of nuclear weapons would be so grave that it is at this session of the General Assembly sponsor a
absolutely incumbent upon the nuclear-weapon draft resolution which seeks to encourage and speed
States to do everything possible to avoid their use. up that work.
And that would remain the case even if the conse- 18. A comprehensive test ban will also be of the
quences of nuclear war should be shown later to be greatest importance in preventing the further spread
only half or a quarter as bad as the scientists have of nuclear weapons. Everything possible must be
predicted. d<?ne to stop that from happening. My Government
13. My Government can find no encouragement in wIll want to take an active part in the Third Review
the recent response of the nuclear-weapon States to Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-
this situation. The refinement and deployment of Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons next year. We see
nuclear weapons continues apace. There are disquiet- that Treaty as fundamental to world security.
ing indications that the military competition between 19. There are, of course, other techniques of mod-
the super-Powers may, in the coming years, move to ern warfare which are not much less unpleasant than
the new en'!ironment of outer space. Multilateral nuclear weapons. Biological weapons have already
arms control negotiations are stalled and, in some been outlawed. The need for a comprehensive agree-
cases, in danger of being discredited. I would ask the ment to outlaw the manufacture and use of all
Soviet Union to respond positively to the United chemical weapons is another matter of concern to
States invitation to resume key bilateral arms control New Zealand. During the past year there appears to
talks in order to get a dialogue under way again. have been some prospect of progress in that direc-
14. My Government hopes that the two super-Pow- tion. We urge the Conference on Disarmament to get
ers will take a long hard look at the course of on with the task.
developments in the nuclear arms race. It is clearly in 20. If the international community is to chart a way
their own interests and in the interests of all of us to out of the current impasse on nuclear weapons, this
make a new and very much more determined attempt will be done through global measures in which the
to reach agreements that will enable them to change nuclear-weapon States will play the major role. But
direction. None of us underestimates the complexi- regional initiatives can also make a contribution. My
ties involved in reaching agreements that will permit Government regards the Treaty for the Prohibition
a mutual, balanced, verifiable-and very large-re- of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of
duction in existing levels of nuclear weapons. We are Tlatelolco)1 as a significant regional advance. We are
aware that it will not be easy to manage safely the also fully committed to, and wiH vigorously defend,
transition to a more secure world where, as a stage in the Antarctic TreatY,2 which demilitarized a whnle
the road to their elimination, the number of nuclear continent to the south of New Zealand and prohibit-
weapons is drastically reduced and where innova- ed .the basing or testing of nuclear weapons and
tions in weaponry, if they are to occur at all, are not WhICh, for more than 20 years, has effectively
of a kin.J that cause instability. That process will guaranteed the stability of that region.
requh'e tru~t and good will. It is also likely to require 21. Very recently, a new initiative has been taken in
the taking of risks. But the most dangerous risk of all our part of the world. On the proposal of Australia
is to do nothing: to allow compulsive competi- and with the full support of my Government, the
tiveness to continue indefinitely. heads of Government of the 11 countries that make
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up the South Pacifi,c F~rum agreed on 28 Al;lgus.t .of at the Forum. There we were agreed that the process
this year, at a meetmg m Tuvalu, on the desIrabIlIty of decolonization would be advanced by a public
of establishing a South Pacific nuclear-free zone at statement from France about its commitment to
the earliest opportunity. The heads of Government independence for New Caledonia. We gave it as our
spelt out the principles that will be applied in the view that the referendum planned for 1989 should be
construction of such a zone. It was agreed that there be brought forward; 1989 was, we felt, too distant a
should be no use, testing or stationing of nuclear date. And we suggested some intensification of
devices in the South Pacific; that no South Pacific preparation for the country's eventual independence
country would develop or manufacture or receive to ensure the full and active participation of the
from others or acquire or test any nuclear explosive Kanak people in the country's educational, vocation-
device; and that nuclear activities in the South al and administrative life.
Pacific would be conducted in accordance with 28. We called too, at that Forum, on the Indepen-
applicable international principle::: and treaties, no- dence Front to play its part in the early and peaceful
tab'"' the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear evolution of New Caledonia to independence by
Weavons [resolution 2373 (XXII). annex]. The meet- recognizing the need for independence to reflect fully
ing acknowledged the need for a South Pacific the multiracial nature of New Caledonia.
nuclear-free zone to respect the principles of freedom 29. What we stressed above all was the crucial role
of navigation and overflight. It was accepted that
South Pacific countries would retain their unquali- of dialogue-that those involved should keep talking
fied sovereign right to decide for themselves, consis- to each other. That was the message which the
tent with the objectives of the zone, on their security Tuvalu Forum sought to convey to France and to the
arrangements and on such questions as the access to Independence Front. I am hopeful that an initiative
their ports and airfields by vessels and aircraft of taken by the Forum to foster the process of dialogue
other countries. It was agreed that in the course of the will soon get under way and that a group of Ministers

fi f bl' h h from Forum countries-including New Zealand-
next year a dra t 0 a treaty to esta IS t e zone will be able to talk to the leaders of the Independence
should be prepared. Front and to the French GoveuJment to tell each of
22. This initiative represents, I believe, a major them about the concern of the countries in our part
advance for the region. It would not, we know, spare of the world that New Caledonia should move
us from the consequences of nuclear war but, when in through conference and dialogue, not through con-
place, it would significantly strengthen the existing frontation and dispute, to independence. We in the
measures, both global and regional, to prevent the South Pacific have always found solutions to prob-
spread of nuclear weapons. It would also, I believe, lems through dialogue, discussion, consensus; and it
convey a clear signal that the South Pacific :ountries is through dialogue and consensus that we wish to see
do not want their region to become an arena for New Caledonia take its rightful place soon in the
rivalry involving nuclear weapons. community of the nations of the South Pacific.
23. New Zealand would hope to be in a position to 30. Neither we nor our South Pacific partners want
report to the General Assembly next year and, before to see unwelcome external influences intrude upon
that, to the Review Conference of the Parties to the events of New Caledonia, nor to see the transition to
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons independence marred by an outcome that is not in
that good progress has been made in creating a South accordance with the wishes of all those in New
Pacific nuclear-free zone. New Zealand and the other h h .
countries of our region naturally expect that, when Caledonia who have made t at country t elr perma-

nent home. Our part of the world has been fortunate
the necessary work has been done within the region, in that it has been free from the conflict and violence
all the nuclear-weapon States will co-operate with us that have so often accompanied decolonization else-
to ensure that the zone becomes a reality. where. We do not want that record to be blemished. I
24. The recent meeting of the South Pacific Forum am confident that it will not be.
turned its attention also to the evolving situation in 31. If it is important to all of us living in the South
New Caledonia. Pacific that our region remain free from conflict, we
25. The question is not really where that Territory are equally concerned to ensure that our backyard,
is going. Rather, it is how it gets there, and at what the Antarctic, does not become an area of interna-
pace. The French Government has, I believe, made a tional rivalry and discord. I have already noted that
clear and irreversible commitment to self-determina- the Antarctic Treaty demilitarized Antarctica. What
tion for the peoples of New Caledonia. There is a is even more important, the Treaty provides the only
particular mix of interests and problems that must be possible guarantee that the regit)n will continue to be
resolved carefully and by the people most directly free from international rivalry and conflict. The
concerned, that is to say, by all the ethnic groups that study on the question of Antarctica, submitted by the
h~ve a legitimate stake in the future of New Caledo- Secretary-General [A/39/583 (Part I) and Corr. 1 and
ma. 2 and A/39/583 (Part 11) and Corr. 1] should help
26. All members of the Forum agreed that the countries more remote from the region to understand
changes that are to come in New Caledonia-and the contribution the Treaty has made and continues
they must and will come-should be made speedily to make to the achievement of the purposes of the
and peacefully, that is to say, without violence and United Nations. I hope it will convince them that the
without external interference. It is up to all part~es Treaty system, which is open to all Members of the
concerned to exercise moderation. They must work United Nations, must be preserved and strengthened.
together to achieve the kind of political future that 32. I referred a moment ago to a conviction that
satisfies the demands of a truly democratic and there has been an irrevocable commitment to self-
harmonious multi-ethnic society ID New Caledonia. determination for the people of New Caledonia. I
27. A significant amount of progress has been wish I could say the same about the situation in
made. A lot remains to be done. That was recognized southern Africa. Namibia continues to be unlawfully
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occupied by South Africa. The United Nations has developing countries' that, despite the role that
had no choice but itself to accept a special responsi- international financial institutions have played in
bility for the Territory. It has guaranteed to its people supporting the adjustment and development efforts
that they will be able to exercise their right of self- of individual countries, the present international
determination. But that promise has been subverted system is not working well. If proof is still required it
by South Africa's determination to accept no settle- can easily be found in the debt problem, on the one
ment except on its own terms, and by the military hand, and the problem of protectionism} on the
power which reinforces the obstinacy and aggression other. More and more, international trade is escaping
that South Africa has also shown towards its other the multilateral rules that should safeguard the
neighbours. interest" of all countries, including the smaller among
33. I wish, too, that it could be said that the them: 'Che need fo~ an overh.aul is pressi!1g. The ta~k
agreements South Africa has recently concluded with now IS t~ find the n~ht techmque for the Job-that IS,
neighbouring States signified a new era in the region. a t~ch~lque that will work. New Zealand has b~en
Regrettably, they do not appear to be agreements actIve m the searc~ for ~n acceptable and reffectlve
made wilhngly m order to resolve difficulties and procedure for dealmg with t.he pro~lem. New Zea-
develop closer working partnerships, or agreements land supports a comprehensive review of the trade
in which peace and justice were equally sought by and payments system.
both sides. 40. Before I finish I want to reaffirm my faith and
34. Nor can it be said that the South African my country's in the United ~ations. Nowadays there
Government has offered justice to the people of are m~ny people wh<? questIOn the .usefulness of the
South Africa in its new constitutional arrangements. OrgamzatIon for their own countnes If no! for the
There is not the slightest indication that it is ready to world at large. I am n.ot one ~f the.m. I beheve t~at
share political power with the black majority. Nor is the Charter of th~ Umtee:J NatiOns ~s the foundat~on
there any sign that it is willing to dismantle the of the system. of mternatIonal relatIons und~r which
apartheid sy~tem. The essence of that system is we have a~l hved ~or nearly 40 y:ears. I b.eheve that
unchanged. In recent and separate elections the the essential. functt.on of the Umted NatIons under
Coloured and Indian communities have spurned the the ChaI1er IS to dlscoura~e the use of force ~y 9ne
South African Government's attempt to draw them State agamst anoth~r. I be~leve that the OrgamzatlOn
into an alliance and, by so doing, have confirmed has played a part ID: savmg us all so far from the
their rejection of the apartheid system. catastr~phe. of a third world. war. I belong to .a
35. New Zealand likewise rejects apartheid and all generatiOn m my country which has. never expen-
it stands for. We are committed in our country to enced at first hand the ravages <?f war m the sense of
building a multiracial society based on freedom, the ~m~unt of fear. that wa.r bnngs, and t~rougho~t
justice and consent. The South Africans have already my hfetIJ!le the t!mted NatiOns has symbohze~, as It
learned that my Government will not compromise has coeXisted with a le,vel of peace for which we
with a system that rejects those values yearn, the fact that multIlateral arrang~ments can be

. '. of benefit to the human race. I beheve that the
36. If my Government beheves that there i~ t~day United Nations has an important contribution to
more reason than ~ver before to keep the basIc Issue make towards bringing the nuclear arms race under
of ~ar and peace nght at the top of the agenda of the control and freeing us from the fear of nuclear war. I
Umted NatIOns, we also see an urgent need to move believe that I and all New Zealanders and our
qui.ckly and firmly to tackle the economic problems children can rest more peacefully because of the work
facmg the world. that is done within the United Nations, and I believe
37. The world economy is just beginning to emerge that that is true for all peoples on our Earth.
from the worst trial it h.as known. for over ~O ye~rs. 41. The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General
~nvestment and productiOn. h~ve mc~eased, mflatIon Assembly, I wish to thank the Prime Minister and
IS d~wn and w~rld trade IS mcreasmg. Bu~ doubts Minister for Foreign Affairs of New Zealand for the
persIst. Unhap,Pd:y, even now many countn~s have important statement he has just made.
yet to benefit slgmficantly from the recovery In some .. .
of the leading industrial economies. The internation- 42. Mr. CLARK (Canada): It IS w~th particular
al financial system has shown enough flexibility to pleasure that .I congratulate. you, SIr,. and your
survive the recent crisis. That is a relief. But it is hard cO!Jntry! Zambia! on your electIon as President of the
to feel very optimistic about the future when many thlrty-nmth session of the Ge~eral ~sscmbly. You
countries are still struggling to meet their financial have worked closely wI.th <;:anad!ans sm~e the st~rt of
obFgations and in many others large numbers of your long years of dedlcah.on to the Umted N~tlOns.
people are actually facing starvation. We also value the many hnks b.etwee~ ZambIa and

. . I fi Canada, one of the most rewardmg bemg our shared
38.. The protracted debates m .nternahona orums membership in the Commonwealth. It was an enrich-
dUfI~g the past few years have not d~ne much to ing experience for me to visit Zambia in 1979 for the
alleviate the re.al problems confrontmg us. New conference of Commonwealth Heads of Govern-
Zealand would hke to encourage the development of ment
a gradual movement towards pragmatism and com- .
promise. New Zealanders have never seen much 43. I should also like to welcome Brunei Darus-
prospect of resolving the world's economic problems salam, another fellow member of the Common-
through confrontation. Dialogue and consensus are wealth, as the 159th Member of the United Nations.
the techniques that we are trying to use in our own 44. Eight days ago the Progressive Conservative
country, and they seem to. us to ~old out the best Government of Canada assumed office. It is appro-
chance of success on the mternatlOnal scene. priate that the first foreign policy statement outside
39. The recent economic crisis has had at least one Canada by our new Government should be here at
good result. During the past year or so, it has become the United Nations. Like all countries, we have
widely recognized among industrialized as weB as urgent problems at home, and we are determined to
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face them. But the basic reality of Canada is that we Union will respond positively to this opportunity to
are open to the world; our economy responds to the meet and to talk.
international economy; our population comes from 51. On these questions, Canada's influence is limit-
and connects with all continents and nations; the ed but real. We have no corner on moral authority or
name of our capital city, Ottawa, is drawn from the technical expertise, but we do enjoy a reputation as a
Algonquin Indian word meaning "a meeting-place", people who are serious about peace and skilled at
and our history is that of a community where mediation. Those qualities are critically important in
different cultures and contesting interests can meet reversing the ominous trends which threaten to
together. Ever since we have been a sovereign nation, unravel arms control. The essential problem today is
our Governments and our people have tried to put not moral and it is not technical. Neither super-
our talents to work for the world. We shall continue Power wants a holocaust, and human ingenuity,
in that spirit. which can invent weapons, can devise controls. The
45. Canada was active at the creation of the United problem is political, and this is one of the forums in
Nations, and successive Canadian Governments, which we must work together to inch the world away
formed by different political parties, have consistent- from nuclear devastation.
ly helped the Organization to meet its most difficult 52. Some people despair of anything ,constructive
challenges. I come to this rostrum in the tradition of being possible in the present state of mternational
Howard Green of Canada, who struggled to achieve a tension. They point to the recent lack of progress in
partial test-ban treaty as a first step towards a virtually every area of arms control. The Canadian
comprehensive test ban; in the tradition of Lester view is that something must be done and so it can be
Pearson, who inspired the concept of peace-keeping; done.
and in the tradition of Paul Martin, who helped to 53. The major decisions rest with the super-Powers,
end the log-Jam which had prevented the admission but the responsibility rest3 with us all. Multilateral
of new Member States in the early years of the efforts, led and encouraged by the medium-sized and
United Nations. Canadians are proud of having smaller countries, can help improve the atmosphere
contributed to the solution of problems such as those. and can put specific, workable ideas on the agenda.
46. In the nearly four decades since the Second 54. Canada, for its part, is determined to continue
World War, the international community has come to play a leading role in the search for peace and
to count on Canada as a moderating influence in a disarmament. We believe that the nuclear build-up
world beset by extremes. Our new Government is in threatens the liie of every Canadian and that it
the mainstream of this Canadian tradition and threatens the existence of human society. Countries
intends to build on it, consistently and pragmatically. like our own must use their influence to reverse that
47. We want to ensure that we are using our build-up and reduce the danger of destruction. That
influence and defining our interests in ways which will be a constant, consistent, dominant priority of
reflect the contemporary challenges facing Canada Canadian foreign policy.
and the world. As a new Government should, we 55. My country is not neutral in the contest be-
shall undertake a thorough and public review of tween open and closed societies. We defend and we
Canadian foreign policy aimed at the creative renew- actively assert the values of democracy e,nd individu-
al of a moderate and constructive Canadian role in al freedom. We believe it is essential to pursue the
the world. Citizens of Canada and friends of Canada goals of peace and freedom simultaneously.
will be encouraged to suggest how the Canadian 56. We shall seek, through concrete and realistic
international tradition can best be applied to the steps, progress towards a comprehensive test-ban
increasing tensions and interdependence of the mod- treaty. We shall encourage super-Power and multilat-
ern world, including those of the nuclear age. eral discussion on all outer space weapons and shall
48. The frightening facts of the nuclear arms race commission further studies on how a space-weapons
are well known. The super-Powers are developing ban might be verified. We shall work for the success
new kinds of nuclear weapons, more countries are of the Third Review Conference of the Parties to the
developing nuclear capacities, and the risk rises that Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
terrorist groups could acquire nuclear devices. Physi- next year, in order to prevent the horizont.!! prolifer-
cians and scientists warn that even for survivors the ation of nuclear weapons. We shall bring to bear our
world would be virtually uninhabitable after a major technical expertise in verification measures to ensure
nuclear conflict. But far more threatening than the mutual confidence and security in areas where arms
weaponry are the patterns into which the world has control agreements can be achieved. We shall encour-
settled. Nuclear-arms-control negotiations between age agreement on a mutual and balanced reduction of
the super-Powers are at a standstill. This stalemate conventional forces in Europe, and hence reduce the
allows other nuclear States to claim impotence in the danger of escalation to nuclear war. We shall con-
arms race and could encourage States without nucle- tinue to press for a verifiable convention prohibiting
ar weapons to argue that they, too, have a right to the development, production, stockpiling and use of
acquire them. chemical weapons. Canada will continue its financial
49. If these patterns continue and the path towards support of the World Disarmament Campaign. We
effective nuclear arms control remains blocked, the shall, in addition, expect that the newly created
world will become infinitely more dangerolls. Canadian Institute for International Peace and Secu-
50. We therefore welcome the meeting that will rity will contribute its share of studies and advice on
take place in Washington later this week between specific arms control proposals and measures to

reduce international tension.President Reagan and Foreign Minister Gromyko.
We applaud the United States willingness, expressed [The speaker continued in French.]
so eloquently yesterday by President Reagan [4th 57. Since we are new in 1)ffice, I speak today in
meeting], to engage in political consultations on a more general terms than I shall on future occasions.
regular and frp1uent basis. We hope that the Soviet The Prime Minister, Mr. Brian Mulroney, has said
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that our new Government "will play a more active But deteriorating relationships between its perma-
role in the United Nations and its agencies". nent members must not be allowed to immobilize the
58. Our Government is unreservedly committed to Council. We must immunize th~ .Council to the
the United Nations. We value our bilateral relations extent that no mat~er what the ~flSIS and whatev~r
with other countries and our role in such associations the state of relatIons among Its members theIr
as the Commonwealth and La Francophonie. These representatives will continue to talk.
links are important, but they are not enough. Wheth- 68. Last ;rear the members of the Security Council
er medium-sized Powers or smaller countries, we all held a senes of private meetings to discuss how to
need effective international institutions so that our improve the effectiveness of the Council. But that
voices may be heard in the world and so that we may exercise appears to have run out of steam. Even ideas
face together the huge political and economic prob- which appear uncontroversial on the surface seem to
lems of our century. A dynamic and responsive have been ignored. Why, for example, cannot the
United Nations system is essential for countries such members of the Council agree to hold regular ses-
as Canada-but also for the super-Powers. It is sions in camera, with the Secretary-General present,
precisely because more communities adopt an intro- to review the Council's and the Secretary-General's
spective attitude that we must strengthen the world roles in facilitating the solution of current, incipient
institutions that bring us together. or potential disputes? A reluctance to talk is no
59. In his reports on the work of the Organization excuse. The Council, at least behind the s~enes, must
over the past three years, the Secretary-General has function as a multilateral hot-line.
tried to make us face up to our responsibilities as 69. A second failing is that we have not lived up to
Member States. In his most recent report [A/39/1] he our own responsibilities as States Members of the
asks this: United Nations. We have expected the Secretary-

"Why has there been a retreat from internation- General to fill the vacuum, without giving him
alism and multilateralism at a time when actual adequate political support to do the job. We must
developments both in relation to world peace and allow the Secretary-General a greater margin of
to the world economy would seem to demand their initiative and a greater independence of action. He
strengthening?" has be~n able o~ his oWl?- t~ take action in some areas

60. When are we going to start to answer his of Umted N~tl~ns actIv~ty.. He h~s, for example,
disquieting questions? Let us hope that it will not made a pro~ll~mg start 1!1 Improvmg the manage-
take a major disaster to jolt us out of our inertia. ment of th.e lu:tllted finanCIal and hu:r:nan resources of

. . .. the OrgamzatIon. He has used a penod of budgetary
61.. The ~ve C!f the. fortIeth. anmversary or the restraint to begin to weed out lower-priority activi-
U.llted NatlOn.s IS ~ fittmg o~caslOn for each Member ties. The Secretary-General has also been exerting a
State to.examme .ltS com~ltment. to the Charter of positive influence on many intractable international
the Umted NatIOns. ThIS ~nmversary must be problems. But we must provide him with more
marked by a renewal of cC!mmltments for the future, political backing. He should be allowed and encour-
not me~ely by a celebratIOn of the past. aged to increase his fact-finding capacity and his
62. It IS not enough to reaffirm our adherence to the ability to exercise his good offices in particular
Charter. Member States must work together actively situations. .
to strengthen the United Nations system. The Secre- 70. A third thing that has gone wrong is that too
tary-Gener.al has expressed the .hope that m ~ach of much valuable time and resources are being wasted
our countfles our be~t talents wIll be put to t~IS task. throughout the United Nations system on extraneous
Le~ u~ take uP. thIS challenge and establIsh the political issues. We all accept the fact that the
gUIdelInes for thIS work. . Security Council and the General Assembly are
63. An unprecedented confer~nce of. 35 leadm~ political forums, but even here we should aVOId the
C~nad~ans, sponsore.d by the Umted NatIons Assocl- repetition of sterile political debates, the prolifera-
atIOn m Canada, WIll !ake place on 26 October at tion of resolutions on the same topic and the
Ottawa to launch a revIew of ways to strengthen the scheduling of redundant conferences and meetings
United Nations. The Prime Minister, Mr. Mulroney, ..... .
and the Government intend also to ask Canadian 71.. We ~ust a,lso re~lst the over-~ohtIClzatlOnthat
parliamentarians to study this question and present IS I.ncreasm~ly mfectmg th.e techntc~l parts of the
formal recommendations. Untted J:'Tatlons system, whIch ~re nelthe~ ma~dated

. nor eqUIpped to h~mdle such Issues. It IS naIve to
64. ~ow .can we translate the r~sult.s of thIS so.ul- expect that a certain number of heated political
searchmg m each of our cC!untnes .mto collectl~e issues will not be raised. However, it becomes
actIOn to strengthen the Untted NatIons system m debilitating when political issues begin to frustrate
concrete ways? the normal give and take between groups in working
65. We should consider at this session, as a priority out consensus on the essential activitIes of United
issue, how we, the "friends of the United Nations", Nations organizations. UNESCO, for example, has
can identify and give effect to practical measures to been a serious offender in recent years. We must step
strengthen the United Nations system. up the momentum to bring UNESCO back into

[The speaker resumed in English.] balance.
66. Any analysis of what is needed to strengthen the 72. We must not permit challen~es to the universal-
United Nations system must be based upon a ity of membership to undermme the continued
realistic assessment of what has gone right and what viability of the system. Israel, for example, must
has gone wrong. reta!n its right of.me~bership in the U~ited Nations
67. The first thing that has gone wrong is that the famIly of orgamzatlOn~. The Repu~IIc of ~orea
Security Council has become increasingly ineff~ctive. deserves full membership m the UnIted NatIOns.
We all recognize that the Council does not operate in 73. VIe must not, of course, allow any analysis of
a vacuum. It will continue to mirror world tensions. the things that have gone wrong to obscure the many
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things that have gone right within the United Nations 81. We support the countries members of the
system. We often take for granted the many parts of Association of South-East Asian Nations [ASEAN] in
the system which are continuing to function well. I their efforts to bring peace to the unfortunate country
shall cite only a few examples. of Kampuchea, which continues to be occupied
74. First, most of the United Nations specialized unlawfully.
agencies are continuing to carry out their mandates 82. Canada regrets the extention to Central Ameri-
with distinction and with dedication. ICAO, as a case ca of East-West confrontation and the related militar-
in point, was able last spring to approve unanimously ization of the area. We applaud the initiative, skill
an amendment to its Constitution to make even and tenacity of the countries of the Contadora Group
clearer the existing prohibition against using force in their efforts to build a framework of reconciliation
against civil aircraft. in th.e spirit of .the C~arter. We also welcome. the
75. Secondly, in human rights the distance still to openmg of a. direct dialogue between the Umted
go and the double standards still at play cannot States and NIcaragua.
obscure the step-by-step progress which has been 83. We need a negotiated settlement to end the
made. All those who cherish human rights have been suffering and destruction of the war between Iran
heartened by the election of a Government of and Iraq. We support the Secretary-General in build-
Argentina committed to the restoration of human ing upon his recent success in obtaining the a~ree-
rights. Canada hopes that at this session of the ment of the belligerents to cease attacks on ciVilian
General Assembly the next important international population centres. His sending of a team to investi-
milestone in human rights will be passed by the gate allegations of the use of chemical weapons was
adoption of the draft convention against torture and also a useful action.
oth~r cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 84. Canada hopes that the current efforts of the
pUnIshment. 3

• We must send a m~ss.a~e to th~ world Government of Lebanon to restore peace and stabili-
that torture IS unacceptable to CIVIlIzed natIons. ty in that tragic country will be rewarded. We support
76. Thirdly, the United Nations development activ- Lebanon's territorial integrity and maintain that all
ities and humanitarian assistance continue to be foreign troops should withdraw unless present at the
irreplaceable. In 1984, UNDP will generate about $1 request of the Lebanese Government. Canadia.ns
billion in technical assistance to developing coun- have been appalled by the latest act of terrorism in
tries, using the parts of the United Nations system as which so many people were killed and wounded at
executing agencies. UNICEF makes a vital contribu- the United States Embassy in Beirut.
tion to meeting the developme~t and humanita~ian 85. We strongly support a just and comprehensive
nee~s of ~others an~ ~f chIldren. The Umted solution to the Arab-Israeli dispute based on Security
NatIOns HIgh ~ommIssIo~er for ~efu~ees a;nd Council resolution 242 (1967), which provides for
UNRWA co-ordmate essentIal humamtanan asslst- the right of all States, including Israel, to live within
ance to refugees. secure and recognized boundaries. We also support
77. Fourthly, the United Nations system is also the realization of the le~itimate rights of the Palestin-
helping to focus upon the most persistent social ians, including their fight to a homeland within a
issues facing society. The designation by the United clearly defined territory, the West Bank and Gaza
Nations of 1985 as International Youth Year has Strip.
encouraged many ~ountrie~ such as Canada t~ deve~- 86. We should remind ourselves that United Na-
op a comprehensIye natIOnal programme m ~hls tions peace-keeping forces and observer missions
field. The InternatIOnal Conference on PopulatIOn, continue to be essential in a number of troubled areas
held at Mexico City from 6 to 14 August 1984, has of the world. All Member States have a responsibility
s~reng.thened the momentum generated 0':1 pOl?ula- to contribute to the support of these operations. In
tlOn I.ssues over the last decade and Identified particular, we ask Member States to respond posi-
elnergmg problems. of global cone.ern. The ~orld tively to the appeal by the Secretary-General for
Conference to ~evlew ~nd Appraise the Achleve- additional voluntary contributions to UNFICYP.
ments of the ,um!ed NatIOns I?eeade ,for Women, to While peace-keeping forces can help to reduce the
b~ held at NaIrobI next July, ~Ill provld~ an oppc;>rtu- risk of open conflict, lasting peace can be achieved
Dlty to <:t~velop forwa~d-Iookl':1g strategies to stImu- only through reasonable political compromise. In
late positive changes m the lIves of women. that spirit, we applaud the constructive participation
78. Fifthly, under the auspices of the United Na- of the leaders of the two Cypriot communities in the
tions system, positive and often innovative legal proximity talks held during the last two weeks under
regimes have been established in such critical fields the auspices of the Secretary-General. We welcome
as the law of the sea, trade, outer space, civil the announced renewal of those exchanges next
aviation, telecc, mmunications and the environment. month, and we urge the parties to seize this opportu-
The progressive extension of the rule of law is nity for progress towards a just and lasting settle-
fundamental to the whole multilateral system. ment.
79. The record is much less positive: in the area of 87. We are all painfully aware that political and
peace and security. We can do more to make creative economic forces now at play in the global environ-
use (,,~'\he machinery under the Charter of the United ment are interrelated. It is worth asking: What is the
~ati~ns to facilitate the peaceful settlement o( specif- record of the multilateral system on the economic
le disputes. front?
80.. My Government wants the independence, sov- 88. The debt crisis has severely affiicted many
erelgnty and genuine non-alignment of Afghanistan developing countries. The effects of severe indebt-
restored and foreign forces withdrawn from that edness on the economic prospects of so many
battered country. We support the continued efforts of developing countries, on the well-being of their
t~e Secretary-General and his Personal Representa- peoples and, on the health of the international
tlve to accomplish this. financial system as a whole must remain a major
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preoccupation of the international community. Con- of coping with current and future challenges. There is
tinued efforts will be required by the industriaiized growing support for a pragmatic, issue-oriented ap-
countries to ensure that the recovery strengthens and proach. Organizations such as the IMF/World Bank,
persists and spreads to all countries, developed and GATT, UNCTAD and others which have specific
developing alike. mandates within the multilatera! system are being
89. Canada will support expanding multilateral encouraged to g.et on with their jobs ~ith a renewed
efforts to stabilize the debt situation, in line with the sense of commItment and co-operatIOn.
decision of major industrialized countries, at the 95. As the Secretary-General has emphasized, no-
London Economic Summit, held from 7 to 9 June where is human need greater today than in Africa,
1984, to confirm their strategy on debt and to where many countries face drought and starvation.
implement and develop it flexibly case by case. The The problem of refugees remains of special concern
Commonwealth, too, has been doing important work there. So do the debt and balance-of-payments
in this area. My colleague, the Minister of Finance of problems. This year Canada is devoting over 40 per
Canada, was invited by Commonwealth Finance cent of bilateral aid to Africa. We have sharply
Ministers, at Toronto last week, to recommend to increased our food allocations and raised our contri-
this week's annual meetin~ of the World Bank and butions to humanitarian relief organizations.
!he IMF th~t iss~es of ~peclal importance to develop- 96. The struggle for freedom and equality in south-
mg countnes, mcludmg ?ebt, be placed on the ern Africa is also our common cause. Canada joined
agenda of the next meetmg of the Development with other Commonwealth countries in adopting the
Committee. I am encouraged by the agreement of the 1979 Lusaka Declaration of the Commonwealth on
Interim and Development Committe~s, in Wa~hing- Racism and Racial Prejudice. We stand by that
ton over the weekend, to devote specIal attentIon at Declaration which reflects our commitment to work
th~ir meetings next spring to s~ch matte~s, as debt, for the eradication of the evil of racism. We reject
adJustm~nt and financIal flows m the medIUm-term policies designed to perpetuate apartheid and con-
perspectIve. tinue racial discrimination.
90. Th.e courage,ous adjustmen~ efforts 0'£ ,many 97. We are also grieved that the people of Namibia
~evelopmgcountnes must be co~tmued, but I,t IS also are still denied their independence after a century of
Important that adequate financmg be provIded by colonial rule. South Africa must set a date to
the international community. In this respect,. the implement Namibia's independence under Security
important role that cou!d be played by prIvate Council resolution 435 (1978).
investment should not be overlooked. 98. I speak here today as a Forei~n Minister
91. As a country heavily dependent on foreign trade conscious of the frustrations of the Umted Nations
and foreign investment, my Government is pledged and the limits on its actions. But I first encountered
to maintain close co-operation with its economic the United Nations as an idea, not an institution-an
partners and to uphold the principles of the open and idea that reached into the comfortable corner of the
just multilateral system under which all countries, world where I was born, let me know that famine and
developed and developing, can prosper. Effective war and disease were part of daily life in most of the
multilateral institutions are essential to prevent paro- world, anr gave me hope that there was a way we
chial responses to economic problems that require could fight those evils. Viewed from that perspective,
common action. the ~~ited Nations can be jud~e? not by ~olumes of
92. National and international action will be need- repetItIve debates but by the ~~llIonsof chIldren who
ed to stem protectionist tendencies, which are still are fed and c~ot~ed and are hvmg; the wars that were
strong and could threaten trade prospects. The major av.er,ted or lImIted .or postponed; the hundreds of
Western industrialized countries rededicated them- mIllIons of human lIves that have been protected or
selves at ~he London Economic Summit to resist improved because the idea of !he United Nations
protectionist pressures and to accelerate the work connects people who can help wIth people who need
programme of GATT. Our collective ability to fulfil help.
these pledges and to move towards a new round of 99. The idea of the United Nations is as important
multilateral trade negotiations will be criticai in now as at any time in our history. It forces the
haltirg the erosion of the open trading system and comfortable out of complacency. It lifts the desperate
ensuring that trade shall continue to be one of the beyond despair. It allows today's frustrations to be
motors of growth in the world economy. Developing seen in the light of four decades of lives improved,
countries, as well, must play their full role in this conflicts reduced, perspectives enlarged.
process. 100. Support for the United Nations must be based
93. Meanwhile, there are the urgent questions of on a clear-sighted view of current realities. When we
human suffering that must be addressed. Our new list the things that have gone wrong with the United
Government intends to maintain Canada's commit- Nations, we should not forget the things that have
ment to reach by 1990 the target of 0.7 per cent of the gone right, and when we rejoice in the things that
gross national product in official development assist- have gone right, we often underestimate the political
ance. Despite serious economic problems at home, and economic problems that lie ahead. We must
we shall not turn our backs on the world's disadvan- avoid the trap of blaming the United Nations for our
taged peoples. A greater share of our aid budget will own sins and omissions. If we collectively are unable
be spent by non-governmental organizations, which to revitalize the United Nations system, we shall
have proved their effectiveness in community devel- have to resign ourselves to watching it wither away.
opment programmes. That must not happen.
94. The record of the international community on 101. The year 1985, the fortieth anniversary of the
economic issues is one of achievement, althou~h it is United Nations, can be a turning-point in the life of
far from perfect. We must ensure that the specIalized the Organization. A broad coalition of "friends of the
institutions that we have created shall prove capable United Nations" must join forces to renew the
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effectiveness of global institutions. My Government 110. This year Belgium had the privilege of wel-
will do its utmost, working with other States and with coming the Secretary-General. I express our gratitude
the Secretary-General, to make these institutions to him for this visit and our appreciation of his
flourish. This is the fortieth birthday present our untiring efforts for world peace and security. The
peoples deserve. Let us prove that life begins at forty. talks I had with him enabled me to understand better
102. Last week in Canada, Pope John Paul 11 called his dedication to his duties and his personal commit-
for "a new vision of humanity" to inspire nations ment to the best performance of his tasks. We think
and individuals in the pursuit of peace and well- particularly of the consultations he is holding to bring
being for all. He asked Canadians to do more. Let us about the necessary conditions for a peaceful settle-
all do more. ment of the questIon of Cyprus.
103. Mr. TINDEMANS (Belgium) (interpretation Ill. I read the SecretaryoGeneral's report this year

h . d l'k b' b with the utmost attention, just as I did his two
from Frenc ): Mr. PresIdent, I woul I e to egm y preceding ones. Similarly, I took note with great
conveying to you the congratulations of the Govern- interest of his statements in other forums-particu-
ment of Belgium on your election to the presidency M
of the thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly larly two speeches he delivered last ay, one to the
and expressing our wishes for success in the fulfil- Brookings Institution and the United Nations Associ-
ment of this most prestigious and essential task. ation of the United States of America and the other

at the John Hopkins School of Advanced Interna-
104. My country is delighted that a person of your tional Studies. I want him to know how much his
stature has been chosen for this high office. It views analysis of the crisis of multilateralism impressed me
this as an assurance of the success of our work. and how much I admire the opinion he expressed, as
Furthermore, Belgium is happy to see a representa- the highest official of the United Nations, on this
tive of a region of the world to which it attaches a crisis and its consequences.
very special interest chairing the General Assembly 112. What the Secretary-General said reminded me
of an institution which, as underlined by the Secre- of the words of one of my predecessors, Paul-Henri
tary-General in his report on the work of the Spaak, who in 1946, as yOM know, was the first
Organization [A/39/J], constitutes the embodiment President of the General Assembly. Even before
of multilateralism itself. assuming this post he made clear at San Francisco
105. Allow me also to take this opportunity to ~ow he viewed the work of the Organization, declar-
thank your predecessor, Mr. Illueca, for the manner 111g:
in which he guided the thirty-eighth session of the "Everybody today stresses the necessary solidari-
General Assembly and for the positive contribution ty that ought to manifest itself in time of war, and
he thus made to the Organization. one is right to do so. But this solidarity would
106. The universal character of the United Nations probably become unnecessary if the peoples under-
unquestionably remains one of its most important stood more clearly that they must help one another
features. Its task, which is to receive into its fold all in times of peace.
the States of the world on an equal footing, with "From a strategic point of view, thel'e are no
respect for the sovereignty of each, is essential to its more frontiers. When war breaks out in one part of
mission of peace. I am therefore happy to greet the the world, it does not take long to devastate the
arrival of a new member, Brunei Darussalam. I whole world. That is the terrible vision that is
assure it of our intention to maintain with it relations presented to us to remind us from time to time,
of meaningful co-operation and friendship. since we tend to forget it, that we are all dependent
107. I wish to recall with emotion one of our late on one another.
colleagues, Mr. Lee Burn-Suk, former Foreign Minis- "But why do we wait for war to become con-
ter of the Republic of Korea. A year ago Mr. Lee led scious of this reality? It also exists-as much, and
the delegation of observers of the Republic of Korea perhaps even more-·in times of peace. It is fine to
to the General Assembly. A week later, he fell victim, be umted to achieve victory, but it would be even
with other Korean leadp.rs, to a repugnant political better, much more effective and less costly to be
crime. I express the admiration of the Belgian people united to build a better world.
and Government for the moderation and self-re- "One cannot limit oneself to drafting texts for
straint with which the leaders of the Republic of use only when the situation bc.~omes serious. I wish
Korea reacted to this assault, refusing to respond to that we could build something that would become
violence with violence. part of our daily life, of our daily concerns,
108. This tragedy underscores more than ever how something that would not only come to mind when
imperative it is to find, without nelay, a peaceful and the spectre of war threatened us but would help us
democratic solution to the question of the reunifica- to respond effectively to the disturbing questions
tion of the Korean peninsula. Belgium shares the that will be posed by the economic and social
opinion of the Republic of Korea that any negotia- organization of the world.
tion in this respect must begin with a dialogue "I should like the international organization that
between the two parts of Korea, a dialogue aimed at will result from our work not only to tell us how we
restoring confidence between them, which is indis- may avert war and how to win it if, despite
pensable. . everything, it breaks out, but also to give us the
109. While we await this reunification, Belgium means to ensure peace by giving men the chance to
declares itself in favour of the simultaneous entry of live with employment and in happiness."
both Koreas into the United Nations. A decision to 113. The Secretary-General expresses the same con-
this effect could contribute to easing the tension in cern when he calls in his report for the firm
the peninsula and would also be in conformity with establishment of the three main elements of a stable
the principle of universality of the United NatIons, a international order: an accepted system of maintain-

l~,c~),~:r;nciP,e which we uphold. ing inte~atiOnal peace and security; disarmament
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and alms limitation; and the progressive develop
ment of a just and effective system of international
economic relations. I wish him to know that we share
his views and that he has our full support.
114. My colleague, Mr. Barry, current President of
the Council of Ministers of the 10 member countrie~
of the European Communities, has accurately ex
pressed their views from this rostrum [6th meeting],
for which I thank him. I recognize Belgium's own
opinions in the ones he expressed and in the survey
he made of an international situation that is more
disquieting than ever. I can therefore concentrate on
just a few subjects.
115. First, however, I should like to stress, as did
Mr. Barry, the importance my country attaches to the
planned meeting between the Foreign Ministers of
the countries of Central America and the Contadora
Group, on the one hand, and of the Ten, accompa
nied by the European Communities Commission,
and Spain and Portugal, on the other. This meeting,
which wiil take place in a few days, will enable
representatives of States linked by history and cul
ture to consider the problems of a region tom by a
crisis rooted in political, economic and social prob
lems. We hope that this meeting will bring about a
new kind of co-operation which will lead to peace,
economic recovery and social progress.
116. Rereading the statements I had the honour to
make in the past two years to the General Assembly,
I found that both covered subjects related to security
and disarmament, the reduction of tension, and
peace. My predecessors had already deemed these
problems sufficiently important to dedicate most of
their attention to them, as did the majority of my
colleagues at this rostrum.
117. Is not that normal? Is not the pursuit of peace
and the means to ensure or preserve it the prime
objective of the United Nations and the foremost
duty of the international community? The United
Nations even dedicated two special sessions of the
General Assembly to disarmament, in the work of
which we placed great expectations. Unfortunately,
crises have continued to cause upheavals in certain
regions of the world an,' re all the more disturbing
since they are set against a backdrop of regrettable
tensions in East-West relations.
118. Indeed, far from having narrowed, the divi
sion between the Western countries and those of the
Warsaw Pact seems to have widened, the arms
control negotiations are sta!led or have been inter
rupted, and the poWkal dialogue itself seems to be in
deadlock, to such an extent that some political
commentators do not hesitate to call 1984 "the lost
year".
119. In fact, 1984 seems not to have borne fruit
with respect to disarmament, and even to detente,
but it has not been completely lost for peace, and we
should beware of an excessive and unreasonable
pessimism, for a number of reasons.
120. I cannot help but feel that the most serious
threats to peace he in imbalances and errors of
judgement. Undoubtedly, nuclear weapons have such
a terrifyingly destructive power that no side could
hope to win a nuclear conflict it might have started~
but, precisely for that reason, should we not admit
that this formidable weapon is a powerful deterrent?
121. The danger of a nuclear conflict would be
greatest precisely if one of the potential adversaries
were to stop viewing the atomic weapon as unaccept-

able and were to consider it as a weapon "like all
others"-that is, a weapon which would enable it to
wage and to win a war-and if, through misreading
or miscalculation, it felt itself to be in a position to
subject its enemy to a nuclear blaze without fear of
retaliation. Hence, risks are due far more to imbal
ances and errors of judgement than to an increase in
armaments. I think, therefore, that it is the upsetting
of the balanced equilibrium which fosters the arms
race, and not thf: reverse.
122. In this context I should like to take this
opportunity, in my capacity of Minister for Foreign
Affairs of a member State of the Atlantic Alliance, to
reaffirm emphatically two fundamental elements of
the doctrine of the Alliance: first, that the strategy of
the Alliance is not to "wage war" or even to "Will a
war", but indeed to see that war never breaks out;
and, further, that none of our weapons will ever be
used except to react against aggression.
123. I should like to add that while taking the
necessary steps to maintain and, where needed,
restore this balance, essential to security and peace,
Belgium and its allies have taken measures to avoid
an arms race: indeed, they have twice decided to cut
down their nuclear arsenals and resolved to reduce
those arsenals by one nuclear warhead for each
intermediate-range missile deployed. The North At
lantic Treaty Organization [NATO) has also adopted
the doctrine that "only the mimmum number of
those forces necessary to support NATO's agreed
strategy of deterrence Clild defence should be re
tained".
124. Indeed, although balance seems to us indis
pensable, it does not follow that such balance must
necessarily be at ~he present level. On the contrary,
Belgium, like its allies, favours a balance at the lowest
possible level, and that applies equally to convention
al and to nuclear weapons. It is precisely for that
reason that we are wed(i~d to the Vienna Talks on
Mutual Reduction of Fo, I\rmaments and Associ
ated Measures in Centra: L:.urope, as well as to all
other negotiations likely to bring about reductions in
the level of armaments without affecting the security
of each country concerned.
125. We have pointed out t}l~t this will not be an
easy task. Thus, we advocate thl' view that we should
set ourselves to developing measures of confident;e
and security conducive to stimulatin~ a climate in
which negotiatiolts having a more speCIfic bearing on
the reduction of armaments will stand a better
chance of bearing fru~t. Our efforts at the Conference
on Confidence- and Security-building Measures and
Disarmament in Europe, at Stockholm, have no
other intent.
126. Ap')ther reason for not indulging in excessive
pessimism is precisely the willingness of the Atlantic
Alliance to enter into negotiations at any moment
and without pre·conditions. This overture has unfor~
tunately not so far met with any response from the
leaders of the Warsaw Pact nations. I want to believe
that those leaders will come to realize how sterile
such an attitude can be and that they will bring
themselves to grasp the hand we hold out to them.
127. Finally, we are now on the eve of the Third
Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, and I
cherish the hope that for the greater well-being of thlV
whole international community this exercise will be
fruitful. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
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Nuclear Weauons [resolution 2373 (XXIIJ, annex] 135. I am convinced that through patience and
has been a success so far as limiting horizontal perseverance and by keeping in mind clear goals we
proliferation goes. Unfortunately, the results have shall in the end fulfil the true ideals of the Helsinki
not been equally convincing with regard to the Final Act,4 in which we had placed so much hope.
limitation of vertical proliferation. If some progress 136. As the representative of a European country, I
could be made in that regard also, the chances of beseech all other countries of that continent to
success of the Third Review Conference would be transcend the atmosphere of mistrust which in 1984
enhanced. has rendered too many discussions fruitless, in order
128. My intention is not to minimize the impor- once again to take the path of negotiations. This will
tance of the present crisis but only to put it back in its undoubtedly not be easy, but let us by all means take
right perspective. The situation is perhaps not as ~he path of dialogue, step by step, towards a hor~zon
alarming as some would claim, but it is worrying in which will gradually grow ever wider.
more ways than one. First of all, we see the dynamics 137. By its tone, its philosophy and the proposals it
of overbidding, along with mounting tensions and a contained, the statement made yesterday before the
correspondingly diminishing confidence, taking root. Assembly by the President of the United States [4th
Further, it has to be recognized that the increase in meeting] constitutes, to my mind, a positive contri-
military budgets deprives the developing nations of bution to the early resumption of this indispensable
necessary, indeed vital, aid. These expenditures also dialogue. Such dialogue is important not only for the
weigh very heavily on our own economies in these countries of the Warsaw Pact and for those of the
days of budgetary restrictions. Atlantic Alliance but for the whole world, for the
129. There are thus enough good reasons for want- East-West tension does not affect only those States
ing to reverse the present course of events without which play a direct part in it. In fact, it hampers,
having to invoke bad ones. What makes us want to sometimes greatly, international relations as a whole.
say "Enough!" to arms development is the \\'aste that It weighs heavily on the work of the United Nations,
such development implies, the responsibility of the making its action in the service of peace and
developed countries to~vards those not yet sufficient- development even more difficult. The President of
ly developed, and the danger of nuclear proliferation. the Council of Ministers of the 10 member countries

of the European Communities has stressed this in a
130. We f;hould not deceive ourselves, however. It truly remarkable fashion in his statement [6th meet-
will not be easy to retie the broken thread of ing]. Is it not true that this tension also often lends an
negotiation. Too much emotion has entered into additional dimension to local conflicts which, by
play; too much confidence has been undermined. We broadening them, exacerbates them and makes them
shall nevertheless have to overcome distrust, to rise more difficult to solve?
above disappointment and to resume the dialogue. 138. My Government, which respects the sover-
There is no alternative. eignty and independ~nceof States as well as genuine
131. In the present state of affairs it is undoubtedly non-alignment, has indeed always expressed the
imperative to make every effort to achieve substan- desire that the utmost care be taken to avoid
tive progress in the near future at the most important involving other continents in the ideolfl'gical and
negotiating tables which are still operating at Gene- political differences which may develop between East
va, Stockholm and Vienna. The prospects of resum- and West and, in this context, not to bring division to
ing negotiations on intermediate-range nuclear forces those continents.
or the strategic arms reduction talks have not so far 139. For example, two of the principles on which
materialized, though we pray most fel vently for such my Government bases its African policy are: first,
resumption. The hope of seeing an early start of that our country will strive to prevent the involve-
discussions on the demilitarization of space has not ment of Africa and the African countries against their
yet materialized either. will in clashes between blocs and major Powers; and
132. We thus note with the utmost regret that secondly, that it ''''HI endeavour to prevent anything
practically all the established channels of discussion that might contribute to the division and weakening
between East and West are blocked. For Belgium, it of the African continent and will, rather, strive to
is not the venue which is essential: what is essential is promote inter-African co-operation.
that negotiations resume and be brought to a success- 140. The resumption of the North-South dialogue is
ful conclusion. imperative at all costs and should provide the effort
133. Perhaps we shall have to start from new, more required to combat the economic crisis which affects
realistic and, for the present, less ambitious bases, us all.
but our goal will always remain the same, that is, to 141. Belgium, like most other industrialized na-
turn Europe into an area of peace and security, based tions, is suffering particularly from unemployment,
on respect for freedom and for the legal and humani- which is Cl source of anxiety for a large portion of our
tarian principles that must govern the relations population. This makes wide-ranging industrial re-
between States and peoples. adaptation indispensable.
134. Belgium, for one, has always considered that 142. However, the economic crisis affects even
this ongoing dialogue is essential to the restdration of more seriously the least favoured nations. Undoubt-
confidence but that it is not enough. We should not edly, some signs of economic recovery have been
limit our contacts to the political issues alone; we evident for some time, but so far it has had only a
must encourage the development of sound economic very limited effect on the industrialized world and
relations on realistic and mutually beneficial bases. even less on the developing countries.
Cultural, technological and scientific relations also 143. The considerable indebtedness of many States
have an essential role to play in bringing closer seriously jeopardizes their development efforts even
together individuals and communities across bor- though some of them have faced this burden coura-
ders. geously and, with the help of the IMF, have at least
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begun to find some solutions. Famine continues its power to find lasting s'olutions for often painful
devastation, and for some among us it is the question human problems. On the other hand, donor Govern-
no longer of development but of simple survival. ments, which offer their financial assistance, commit-
144. In a world of ever-increasing economic inter- ted. themselves. to working hand in ha~d with the
dependence, the internation?.I economic situation AfrIcan countrIes to support su~h solutions and. to
concerns us all directly No matter which continent bear the often heavy cost of the mfrastructure whIch
we belong to, what st~ge of development we have the recepti~n and repatriation ~f refug~es implies for
reached or what our political and ideological options the countrI~s c~ncerned. T~e mtern~tlOnal develop-
may be, it is in our interest, just as it is our duty, to ment orgamzatlOns, for th~lr pa!1, saId that. they are
work together to find solutions to these acute prob- ready to co-operate fully m thIS undertakmg.
lems, which weigh heavily, if perhaps unequally, on 152. It is not surprising, therefore, that this spirit,
each one of us. marked by positive and constructive determination
145. What do we see? The global negotiations are at and humanitarian concern, enabled the Conference
present deadlocked. Proof of this is the fact that the to culminate in the adoption by consensus of a
sixth session of the United Nations Conference on Declaration and Programme of Action [A/39/402,
Trade and Development, held at Belgrade from 6 annex]. These documents are clear and reflect very
June to 2 July 1983, and the Fourth General well indeed the will that inspired all the countries
Conference of the United Nations Industrial Devel- represented, since they demonstrate the commitment
opment Organization, held at Vienna from 2 to 19 of all to work together, in ciose solidarity, sharing the
August 1984, have disappointed us in many ways. burdens, on the basis of a strategy designed to bring
Even if the International Conference on Population, about a lasting solution to the refugee problem in
held at Mexico City from 6 to 14 August 1984, Africa.
produced certa!n result~, we ~annot affirm that the 153. Moreover, the Conference stressed the vital
North-South dIalogue, m whIch we had placed so importance of the complementarity of aid to refugees
much hope, has had all the expected results. and development aid. The commitment to give
146. What then can we do? I sincerely believe that concrete expression to this correlation was one of the
we must, in spite of everything, strengthen the North- substantive achievements of the Conference. Emer-
South dialogue, but we must realize that this dialogue gency aid and assistance are major aspects of this
can only be successful if it leads to balanced commit- correlation and must continue. The efforts of the
ments. I am convinced that it is by heading in this United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to
direction that genuine progress can be made. promote long-term solutions through voluntary repa-
147. Belgium appeals urgently to the United Na- t~iation-the most desirable solution, since it goes
tions and in particular to its specialized agencies to nght to t~e heart of the refugee problem-and
spare no effort and to use all the means at their through settlement programmes have I?roved correct.
disposal to fight the scourge of recessioH and its All these efforts. must. ~lso be contm~ed. But to
consequences. Millions of men and women expect ens~re these ~olutlOns, It IS ne~es~ary to mtegrate the
the international community to translate into action, projects relatmg to refugees wIthm the devel<?pm~nt
under United Nations guidance, the commitments p.rocess. The Conference clearly confirmed thIS pnn-
accepted under its Charter. clple.
148. In this spirit, Belgium advocates an agreement 154. It thus took its place within the general
between the European monetary zone and the zones framework of North-South relations and proved that
of the yen and the dollar. This should result in a more substantial progress is possible within this context as
stable basis for the world economy and a climate of long as there is the will and the realism.
increased confidence. 155. I firmly believe that if the Second Internation-
149. Furthermore, Belgium believes that everything al Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa
possible must be done to find speedy solutions to the achieved such success it was because its participants
problems of the indebtedness of the developing put the determination to save lives above all else, for
countries. We consider this to be an indispensable it was for humanity that the United Nations was
condition of the recovery of the international econo- created-to save mankind from war, protect it from
my and the improvement of North-South relations. oppression, free it from poverty and hunger.
150. We cannot afford to despair. Recent experi- 156. Every time that this is remembered, the ac-
ence proves that when our States are challenged by a tions of the United Nations have been crowned with
situation in which man, his d;ign!ty and i.lis life are at success, a success which the Secretary-General points
sta~e, th~y. can s,urmount theIr dI,fferent mterests .and to in his report. Each time it is forgotten, the
theIr polItIcal dIfferences to decIde on and put mto Organization has failed.
effect together the practical means required by the . . ..
situation. I am thinking of the Second International 157. It IS tll1?-e, on th~ eve of the fortIeth anmver~a-
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa held ry of the Umted NatIons, that we remember thIS.
at Geneva from 9 to 11 July 1984. I have rarely seen 158. It is, moreover, what the Secretary-General
an international conference inspired by such sense of asked for in the statement he made on 31 May 1984
human solidarity. before the Preparatory Committee for the Fmtieth
151. From the outset, the countries participating in An~iversary of the Uuited Nation.s. He said that the
that Conference recognized that the problem of anmvers~ry should be an occasIOn for the world
refugees in Africa is the concern of all, for it is the commumty to
common responsibility of all nations, even if, regret- "speak out frankly and with a full sense of
tably, some States chose to remain aloof from this responsibility towards the entire human family and
great movement of international solidarity. On the its planetary home, about the shortcomings of
one hand, the African Governments clearly reaf- Member States and of this Organization to fulfil
firmed their commitment to do everything in their such vital purposes as the consolidation of peace
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and security, dis~rmament, econ~mic ,~evelopment also, t.hroug~ you, a tribute to your valiant country,
and the promotIon of human nghts . ZambIa, WhICh, under the successful leadership of

He went on to say that President Ken~cth Kaund~, has .been c~lfrying .out
"a firm recommitment by all Member States to courageous ~ctlOn on the f~ont hne agamst rac~sm
their obligations under the Charter and its funda- and aparthezd and for the mdependence of Afnca.
mental purposes ... needs to be expressed not 165. I s~ould like, on behalf of the delegation of
so much through ceremony and in words as in DemocratIc Kampuchea, to address to you our
policies and actions. A renewal of faith in the warmest congratulations and best wishes for success
Organization is absolutely necessary to the future in your impor~ant and difficult duties. I.wish also to
of the global community." expre~s our s.Incere and profound gratItude to the

159. That is a propositi(l to which Belgium, for outgOIng Pre.sldent, Mr. .Jorge Illueca, w~o conducted
one intends to make a contribution and it wishes to our work wIth great wIsdom and efficiency.
do so in the closest co-operation with each and every 166. I should like, further, to express to the Secre-
one of its fellow Member States in the Organization. ta!)'-Gener.al ~ur profound esteem and de~p appr~ci-
160. rv!ay this fortieth anniversary offer us the atlon fo~ hIS t.ueless.efforts to ease the tensIOns whlc~
opportunity to ensure that elements that unite us have. ar~sen In VC!flOUS l?arts of the wor~d a~d ~IS
prevail over those that divide us. Let us try to contInuIng wor~ In the m~erest of ~ecu.nty, JustIce
remember the tragedy of the Second World War, the and peace, WhlC~ are p.nmary obJectlves of ~he
state of the world at the end of that conflict, our Charter of the Umted NatIons. The S~cretary-gener-
desire that such a calamity should never happen a.l ~as de~on strated on many occa~lO~s hIS Imp~r-
again, and our decision to create, to that end, the tIahty, SkIll a~d 9ourage. T~e Orgamzatl(:~n, to WhICh
organization which became the United Nations. he does credIt, IS greatly mdebted to hIm.
After the tragic failure of the League of Nations, the 167. It is a great pleasure for me, on behalf of the
hopes of humanity were transferred to an organiza- Coalition Government and the people of Democratic
tion which would be universal and would be able to Kampuchea, to welcome the admission of Brunei
ensure collective security once and for all, tackle Darussalam to !he United Nations. Its accession to
fundamental economic issues and reaffirm the basic independence, its membership in ASEAN and the
rights of every human being. Let us recall the gt-neral esteem it enjoys enable it to make a valuable
extraordinary surge of hope to which the birth of tIte contribution to the maintenance of peace and sect,;ri-
United Nations gave rise ~n our people from all walks ty in that region of the world and in the Pacific. We
of life. Let us try from now on to fulfil that hope and wish its eminent sovereign, Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah,
let us learn from our failures. and the people of Brunei peace, happiness and
161. A poet of my country, Emile Verhaeren, once prosperity, a~d we as~ure th~m of our determ,ination
sang the epic of a century-old tree, evoking the to develop tIes of fnendshlp and .co-operatlon be-
ordeali:J by which its growth had been marked from tween our two peoples, our two natIons and our two
season to season' but he concluded: Governments.

"Its energy 'however 168. Finally, it is my duty and my privilege, on
Never faiied ' behalf o~ my Gover~!Dent and our people, to pay a
One single moment. warm .tnbute and of.fer heartfelt thanks to all the
It wished, unwaveringly, its life cC?untnes that hav~ gIven .shelter to Khll}er refug~es.
To expand and be more beautiful FIrst among these IS the Km~domof Thatland, whIch
In every spring." SInce th~ early days ofour mIsfortunes has generously
" .. opened Its borders to hundreds of thousands of our

fhat IS ,my WIsh, for the Umted NatIons on the eve of compatriots who have sought refuge on its territory.
ItS fortIeth anmversary. Many of them later found other countries of asylum
162. The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General but Thailand is still housing about a hundred thou:
Assembly, I have the honour to welcome to the sand of them and at present is receiving groups of
United Nations His Royal Highness Samdech Noro- hundreds of fugitives who have fled from zones
dom Sihanouk, President of Democratic Kampu- controlled by the enemy. The protection accorded by
chea~ and to invite him to address the Assembly. the Kingdom of Thailand to our refugees is not only
~ 63. Prince NORODOM SIHANOUK (Democrat- c~stly to it but a!so dang~rous s~metimes, wh~n
IC Kampuchea) (interpretation from French): First of Vletnan:-ese for~es m,filtrate ItS terntory or bomb It.
all, I ~ish to extend my cordial greetings to all That nel~hbounngKI~gd,?m has shown u~ ex~mplary
delegatIons which are concerned about the tragic fate com~asslOn ,and sohdanty, thereby wmnmg our
or. the Khmer people and which are now attending undymg gratItude.
thIS meeting of the thirty-ninth session of the General 169. I should like also to thank the many more-
Assembly. The steadfastness and energy with which distant nations which have given asylum and assist-
~o many nations have for many years supported the ance to tens of thousands of Khmer refugees, en-
Just c~use of Democratic Kampuchea, which has abling t.hem to build, often with their families, decent
b~en Invaded, occupied, plundered and half-colo- and peaceful new lives. We owe undying gratitude to
mzed by an imperialist, annexationist foreign Power, those nations which took pity on our unfortunate
represent for all the patriots of Kampuchea invalu- people and treated as brothers all those who sought
able encouragement in their struggle for indepen- refuge in their territories.
dence and freedom. 170. Many countries, Governments and peoples,
16~. Mr. President~ your noteworthy election to international bodies, associations, groups and even
gUIde the I?roceedings of this session of the General private individuals have given our people humanita-
Assembly ,I~ a well-deserved tribute to your well- rian aid which is $reatly appreciated. Others have
known ablhty and your outstanding work as Presi- ~iven us essential dIplomatic and material assistance
dent of the United Nations Council for Namibia. It is In our struggle for national liberation. On behalf of
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the Government and people of Democratic Kampu- problems between the two countries" was signed by
chea, I wish to express my deepest gratitude to all the leaders of Hanoi and their puppets in Phnom
those great and generous friends of Cambodia. Penh.
171. This year, our liberation struggle has scored 177. She recalled that another text recognizes the
new successes in the battlefield. Since the beginning existing borders, but it considers a "new delimitation
of the last dry season, our armed forces have of the land borders"; corrections to the borderlines
increased their activities and intensified their attacks have already been made, particularly in the province
in the centre of the country, particularly in the of Svay Rieng, the Parrot Beak. district.
provinces surrounding the Tonle Sap (the Great 178. According to witnes&es, and thanks to the
Lake), a region of great strategic and economic prevailing influence of their representatives in Kam-
importance. It is, in fact, a junction of railways, roads puchea, the Vietnamese freely cross over into Kam-
and waterways, whereby the enemy supplies its units puchea and settle there. On the basis of their own
stationed in the north-west and the west, near the findings and of considerable reliable testimony by
border of Thailand. Our resistance forces have waged Khmer refugees, foreign observ~rs estimate the pres-
fierce battles, harassing the enemy and destroying ent number of Vietnamese settlers in Cambodia to be
many depots of military supplies, up to the heart of 500,000 or 600,000. At a meeting in Phnom Penh
the provincial towns of Battambang, Siem Reap, attended by high-level administrative cadres, the
Kompong Thorn and Pursat. heads of districts and provincial communes learned
172. As a result of our constant attacks on the of a decree (prakas) specifying that the Khmers must
railway lines and roads, up to Tonle Sap, more than "share their lands with the Vietnamese civilians, help
two thirds of the enemy supply convoys have been them to settle down and to build their houses";
dispersed or destroyed. A large part of the "rice otherwise they would be imprisoned for anti-Viet-
granary" of Battambang province has been freed namese activities. There have therefore been many
from Vietnamese control, causing serious supply incidents, and many Khmer civilians have fled into
problems for the occupying forces and reducing the maquis or to Thailand.
almost to nothing the rice levy that they have tried to 179. Mrs. Martin stated that some Vietnamese
charge in order to benefit Viet Nam itself, whose civilians, particularly those who speak Khmer as a
economic difficulties, as is well known, are consider- result of having lived in Cambodia, "have already
able. taken Cambodian nationality and can pass them-
173. Viet Nam nad thought that it had foune a selves off as Khmers ... They, of course, have the
solution to its set-backs by carrying out the large- right to vote." She added that the Phnom Penh
scale installation of Vietnamese "peasant soldiers" leaders, as reported by wany officials who escaped,
on the best lands of Kampuchea. Foreign observers do not even have the pretence of authority. They
who managed to visit the so-called People's Kampu- encounter "the inertia of the Khmers, who are less
chea led by the puppet team of Mr. Heng Samrin, and less willing to co-operate with the occupiers and
under tighter and tighter control of Hanoi's cadres, are more and more sympathetic to those who are
have reported that the process of pure and simple offering resistance". The number of Vietnanl~se
colonization of Cambodia has reached a very alarm- advisers in the administration has "doubled". Mrs.
ing degree. Martin concluded: "The people of Kampuchea, who
174. It has been reported by reliable witnesses that have undergone all kinds of humiliation and repres-
almost half of the inhabitants of our capital, Phnom sion, are admirable for their dignity in the test of
Penh, are now Vietnamese and that, in some regions strength which is now going on."
under Vietnamese control, the occupiers have estab- 180. The correspondent of The Washington Post in
lished purely Vietnamese zones in which most of the Bangkok, confirming this information a few months
"settlers" are armed and participate in suppressing ago in a dispatch to The Japan Times. stressed the
the resistance activities of the Khmer patriots. growing resentment of the Khmers inside the country
175. This policy, favoured by some hundreds of against the Vietnamese occupiers. The Vietnamese
Mr. Heng Samrin's followers, who have become mere have aroused the aversion of the people because of
collaborators with the enemy, imposes the compulso- the lack of discipline of their troops and the increas-
ry teaching of the Vietnamese language in schools ingly large settleme~t of Vietnamese in the provinces
and the use of Vietnamese at all levels of the puppet of Kampuchea. Last year, according to that journal-

.. . . ist, 15,000 Khmers fled to Thailand as a result of a
admInIstratIon, and promotes mixed marriages. The "purge" by the occupiers, the provincial administra-
thousand-year history of Kampuchea has been outra-
geously distorted by the new masters so that schoo!- tion and the military forces of Heng Samrin.
children learn how to feel as members of the "Great 181. The correspondent of The Washington Post
Viet Nam", that is, of the "Indo-Chinese Federation" stated that whereas the Vietnamese and the puppets
conceived by Ho Chi Minh. in their service stated that only 56,000 Vietnamese

had settled in Kampuchea since 1979, Western
176. The famous French naturalist and ethnologist, diplomats gave the figure of 200,000 to 400,000, and
Marie Alexandrine Martin, a researcher at the Na-
tional Centre for Scientific Research, author of the resistance movements gave the figure of 500,000
several authoritative books on Cambodia, contrib- to 600,000.
uted a very valuable study to the review Politique 182. For his part, Mr. Sek Yen, an important
internationale, in the su.mmer of 1984, entitled "The personality of the Heng Samrin regime, former
Process of the Vietnamization of Cambodia", which Deputy Director of the Political and Propaganda
all those who are interested in the problems of our School of the regime, fled to Thailand with 15
country would do well to read. She pointed out, in members of his family and was transferred to Bang-
particular, that in 1982 "the maritime borders were kok.
shifted to the detriment of Cambodia" and that in 183. Sek Yen revealed in a press conference that
July 1983 a "treaty on the solution to the border most of the Khmer senior officials were married to
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Vietnamese women, who met once a week and
reported on the activities of the,r husbands to the
Vietnamese authorities in Phnom Penh. The children
born of those marriages had been sent to study in
Viet Nam.
184. With regard to Vietnamese influence in Cam
bodia, Sek Yen said that from the central administra
tion down to the lowest levels, "all decisions were
made by the Vietnamese. The home of every Kampu
chean official, or of those who want to please the
occupiers, must have a portrait of Ho Chi Minh
displayed in a prominent place."
185. He stressed also that "ordinary Cambodians
are starting to find ways to support the (anti-Viet
namese) resistance forces". Sek Yen concluded that
the Khmers "are increasingly supporting the Coali
tion Government, because they want to eliminate the
Vietnamese and liberate their country, a task they
believe to be possible".
186. I felt that I should sum up the remarks of Mrs.
Martin, a real expert on our problems, whose intellec
tual independence is beyond doubt, and of Sek Yen,
a personality of the pro-Vietnamese regime of Heng
Samrin who fled his country in protest against the
Vktnamese domination of Cambodia, which has
been reduced to bondage by the Hanoi Government.
187. It is interesting to note that, unlike almost all
foreign observers and journalists who have been able
to penetrate Vietnamese-contron~d Kampuchea,
some persons still repeat the propaganda lhemes of
the Vietnamese, to the effect that the Phnom Penh
regime is desired and supported by the whole Khmer
people and that the Coalition Government of Demo
cratic Kampuchea is rejected by everyone. So tnat
international public opinion can judge the validity of
that statement, I repeat a proposal I have been
submitting for several years now-that is, that after
the total withdrawal of Vietnamese forces, general
elections under strict United Nations supervision be
organized in my country, elections in which all
parties and political groupings, including the Heng
Samrin team, could freely participate. This demo
cratic suggestion should have been taken up right
a\yay by the Heng Samrin government and its
VIetnamese allies. It was a ~olden opportunity, since
the Khmer people, accordmg to them, would vote
massively in favour of the present Phnom Penh
leaders, getting rid once and for all of the three
component parts of the resistance. Crushed and
la~inated by a vote of the people supervised by the
Umted Nations-and therefore with irrefutable re
sults-the resistance groups would simply have to
leave Khmer soil and reflect upon the humiliating
defeat in exile.
18~. Unfortunately, neither Phnom Penh nor Ha
nOI wanted to hear of any such free elections, nor do
they want to hear of them now.
189. I would add that the very logical and reason
able proposals that I have presented over the years
have had no more success; they have been met with
the same categorical refusal. For example, in .order to
pave the way to the reconstruction of our country
three quarters of which has been destroyed by war-I
suggested the creation of a government of national
reconciliation, through the inclusion in the Coalition
Government of Democratic Kampuchefl of all the
other ~ampuchean parties that would agree to work

. for an mdependent, neutral and non-aligned Kampu-

j ..,f:'!.7rC;:"hJiCef,af'r'I·';":":';

190. This governmen.t of national reconciliation
would become a member of ASEAN, with the status
of a neutral, non-aligned State, in order to prove to
the Vietnamese and their great Soviet friends that a
reconciled Kampuchea would not be part of the so
called Chinese threat, about which Viet Nam pre
tends to be so concerned.
191. It is clear that, for the time being, Viet Nam
and its allies reject any political solution to the
problem of Kampuchea. That is shown by the recent
Vietnamese proposal to embark on so-called uncon
ditional talks between the ASEAN countries and the
Ind0-Chinese States-alias the Vietnamese Indo
Chinese Federation. In fact, this Hanoi proposal,
which some people describe as a breakthrough, seeks
merely to bury the five resolutions of the General
Assembly on the situation in Kampuchea [resolutions
34/22, 35/6, 36/5, 37/6 and 38/3] and to recognize
the Vietnamese fait accompli in Kampuchea, and
therefore the Vietnamese Indo-Chinese Federation,
consisting of one master and two servants.
192. And yet our armed resistance is gaining
ground. It has more than 60,000 combatants, better
armed, equipped and trained and with a better
experience of war and a higher degree of patriotic
motivation-as is shown in the courageous raids,
mostly successful, throughout the national territory.
193. On the other hand, the Vietnamese offensives,
ill-supported by Khmer adolescents who have been
forcibly conscrIpted into Heng Samrin's paltry units,
have doubtless done much harm to our civilian
compatriots ~n the liberated zones, but they have not
succeeded in imperilling our combatants-still less in
winning back those zones.
194. No matter how loudly the Vietnamese pro
claim that the situation in Kampuchea is ir~:everslble,
the fact is that, quite to the contrary, it is on the point
of being reversed. MiHtarily, our position is gradually
improving. We are striking back and are often taking
the initiative, vigorously and with determination.
Politically, as the best observers have confirmed, the
people inside the country, despite their understand
able desire to live in peace, are clearly siding, in their
hatred of the Vietnamese occupiers-the masters of
so-called People's Kampucnea-with our Coalition
Government. The soil is getting hot under the feet of
the enemy, which thought it could make short shrift
of little Cambodia.
195. Diplomatically, finally, our legitimate Govern
ment is becoming better understood and supported
by nations that are committed to independence and
justice and that, in fact, make up the overwhelming
majority of the United Nations. I have seen this
myself on the scene, during my many trips in Asia,
Africa and Europe, where I have received the most
understanding and encouraging welcome everywhere.
196. The intensification of our struggle in Kampu
chea, as well as the increasing support by the
international community, will not fail-in the not·
too-distant future, I hope-to bring Viet Nam to its
senses and make it participate in an international
conference on Kampuchea.
197. That is clearly in the interest of Viet Nam
itself, which has been suffering more than would
~ppp.ar ~ecause of its condemnation by the highest
mteI TtatlOnal forums, and also by most of the Powers
that were its friends and allies when it was coura
geous!y defending its right to self-determination and
reunification. Need I recall that among thos~ friendly
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nations, Cambodia, of which I was Head of State, tion involved in establishing between our two peo-
was in the forefront. pIes relations based on justice, wisdom and equity.
198. I would stress also that our Coalition Govern- 206. As a Member of the United Nations, Demo-
ment is not, as it is sometimes reproached with being, cratic Kampuchea, through the voice of its del~ga-

a Government-in-exile. Its Ministers work all the tion, would like in conclusion to state tbe followmg.
time in the liberated areas, to which I pay regular 207. First, we reiterate our cordial ~olidarity with
vjl)its to assist the people there, to inspect our our brothers and sisters of Laos, themselves victims
~ombatants and to receive the credentials of diplo- of Vietnamese domination, in their just struggle for
matic envoys of friendly Powers. the independence and freedom of their homeland.
19'9. We have every reason for hope~ if we can 208. Secondly, we reiterate our abidicg support for
~a,fegu' ~d our national union now and in the future. the ongoing efforts of the Korean people to reunify
That is the basic factor in the survival of our nation their homeland. We firmly support the just proposals
and the preservation of our national identity. of President Kim Il Sung for an independent and
200. Our overriding duty now is to devote all our peaceful reunification of Korea.
forces to the patriotic union, without which our 209. Thirdly, our support and solidarity go also to
struggle would be futile. I note that all the component the Afghan people struggling against the Soviet
parts of our Coalition Government have become invasion. We wish the heroic Afghan combatants
aware of this need and place the salvation of the fresh victories until the SOYiet forces withdraw, so
homeland before any other consideration. It gives me the Afghan people can exercise its inalienable right
the greatest pleasure to see the failure of our enemies freely to choose its Government and its economic
to sow division within our coalition. and social system.
201. We Khmers know full well that the Vietnam- 210. Fourthly, we continue our firm support of the
ese are our neighbours and will be so for all time. It is Palestinian people in its efforts, under the leadership
a warlike, expansionist, ambitious race, with which of the Palestine Liberation Organization [PLO], to
we have often had difficulties in living in peace. Its recover its legitimate national rights, including the
leaders are, however, on great occasions capable of right to found an independent State on its territory-
reaHsm. They have demonstrated that in recent the only way to bring about a lasting peace in the
decades in their dealings with the United States. Middle East.
They p~ob~bly ,know w~en not to go too fa!. ~heir 211. Fifthly, in the same hope, we welcome the
~omes,tlc sItuatI~n, I?artlcul,arly the. eccnomlC sItua- establishment of a government of national union in
tlOn, IS becommg. Increasmgly dIfficult, and t~e Lebanon. It is essential that an foreign forces with-
people of S<?uth, Vlet Nam a~e not really comm,It- draw from that martyred country so that it can once
ted-to put It mI1dly-h. the Ideology and austenty again find its independence, sovereignty and territo-
of the North. rial integrity.
202. With regard to,Ka~puchea, the Hanoi leade~s 212. Sixthly, we urge two fraternal neighbours, Iraq
no longer have any IllUSIOns: they know that theIr and Iran to end the escalation of the war between
Phnom Penh p1;1ppets obey them only re,luctantly, ~nd them; w~ support any measures that could bring
have ~o a,uth<?f1ty over the I?opulace WhICh, humlhat- about a peaceful settlement of that conflict.
ed dally, IS ahe!1ated by theIr ~xcesses. Thanks to the 213. Seventhly, we reiterate our total support for
courag~ous actIon of o1;1r reSIstance forces, Kampu- the African liberation movements, in particular the
c~ea WIll never b~ t~e,nce granary coveted ,by North South "Nest Africa People's Organization [SWAPO],
VIet Nam to allev~at", ItS f90d shortages. ThIS war has the sole, legitimate representative of the popular
taken a heavy toll. many hves have been lost, human struggle of the Namibian patriots, for the withdrawal
resources that sh,ould have been deyoted to the of the present illegal Administration and the transfer
de,v~lop~entof Vlet Nam have been dl,:erted to the of power to the Namibian people, with United
~I1~tary; It ~as sapped ,the economy of VIet Nam and Nations assistance
Its mternatIOnal prestIge. " ,

, , , '. 214. Elghthly, we support the efforts of the Orgam-
203. That anachrom~tIccolomahst pOl,ICY can~ot,go zation of African Unity and the countries of the Horn
on forever-unless VI~t Nam has a SUICide mlss~on of Africa to restore peace and stability in the region.
o~ wants to make sacnfi~es ~otally out of pr~port,IOn We reiterate our solidarity with the Somali people in
With t~e benefits for which It hopes from thIS faIled defending their independence and territorial integ-
operatIOn. , rity.
204. If the adversary, can heed the Y9Ice of,reas,on~ 215. Ninthly, we support the efforts of th~ people
we propose to end ~hIS age-old hostIhty. If It ~It~ and the Government of Chad to defend the mdepen-
dra~s froJ!l our terntory, we offer ~o develop w.lth It dence sovereignty and territorial integrity of that
and ItS alhes of the moment, and With all countnes of '
the world, relations of friendship and co-operation country., , " ,
based on the five principles of peaceful coexistence, 216. fmally, we support the mltlatlye~ of the
in equality, mutual respect and common interest. cou~tfles of t,h,e C,ontadora Grou~ to ehmmate t,he
The Kampuchea that we build will be independent, tensIOn prevalh!lg m Central Amenca and t~e Canb-
neutral, non-aligned, no one's enemy, and friend of bean and to brmg about the ~reedom and mdepen-
all who wish it well. How could it disturb Viet dence of all States of the regIOn,
Nam-a country of 52 million inhabitants-which is 217. The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General
so militarily powerful? Assembly, I wish to thank the President of Democrat-
205, Thus far, the Vietnamese have left us no !c Kampuchea for the important statement he has
alternative but to fight them, We sincerely hope that Just made.
they will soon realize the need to negotiate with the 218. Mr. RAMIREZ OCAMPO (Colombia) (inter-
legi'imate representatives of the people of Kampu- pretation from Spanish): It is a good omen indeed,
chea and understand that there would be no humilia- and Colombia is very pleased, that the deliberations
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of this session of the General Assembly should be continent made up of countries characterized more
presided over by so distinguished a person as Mr. by similarities than by differences. That is why' we
Paul Lusaka, one of the most eminent leaders of ask the nations gathered here to give their polItical
African unity. From the very beginning, Zambia and backing and support to the current peace etTorts of
Colombia have shared the ideals of independence the Contadora Group.
defended by the United Nations Council for Na- 228. Twenty days ago, the Foreign Ministers of
mibia, so wisely guided by Mr. Lusaka. Mexico, Panama, Venezuela and Colombia submit-

Mr. Gumucio Granier (Bolivia), Vice-President, teci Contadora Act on Peace and Co-operation in
took the Chair, Centra. America [see AI391562], the main sections of
219. We should also like to congratulate Mr. Jorge which emphasize the non-use of force, non-interfer-
IlIueca, who worked so excellently during the last ence in internal affairs and respe~t for the rights
session of the General Assembly. We agree with him inherent in sovereignty. The Act prodaims the need
on the ideals of peace which have taken shape in the to restore peace and confidence in the region by
Contadora Group. means of the right of peoples freely to se~ect the kind

220. I take this occasl'on to welcome the State of of political, economic and social system best suited to
their own interests.

Brunei Darussalam as a new Member of the United
Nations. 229. To that end, the Contadora Act establishes

that no territory shall be utilized for acts which
221. I also congratulate the Secretary-General on violate the sovereign rights of other States. We
the report on the work of the Organization [AI3911], advocate the creation, promotion and strengthening
which he has presented to the Assembly for consider- of democratic systems by means of efforts at national
ation, in fulfilment of the guiding role entrusted to reconciliation, with a view to achieving lawful popu-
him )y the Organization. lar participation in political agreements.
222. Only 15 years remain before mankind em- 230. In that document on peace and development
barks UpOll the third millenium of our era. This we also advocate the impJementation of agreements
century has been characterized by sharp confronta- by means of a relaxation of tension and the promo-
tions and by wars, but also by the most dynamic tion of confidence. Hence we have specified the
technologica} and cultural progress. Yet, equitable functions of the Verification and Control Commis-
development and peace still elude vast segments of sion for Security Matters, composed of four commis-
the world. sioners, representing States known for their impar-
223. Many of the political problems we are now tiality, who will verify the dismantling of foreign
experiencing stem from the distribution of power military installations. Furthermore, we ask for the
since the Yalta agreements, which established immediate withdrawal of the foreign advisers in-
splleres of influence that have often clashed with the volved in trainin$ and in operations. In addition, the
national interests of States. This situation still per- signatory countrIes are r~quested to abstain from
sists-in essentially the same guise-in Europ(~,Asia, conductmg within their terrItories activities designed
Africa and Latin America. to destabilize Governments in the region.
224. Indeed, the American ~ontinent has not been 231. There is now a real possibility of an agreement
immune to the effects vf thiis (~heory of world power. that will make it possible for the Central American
Over the past several decades we have witnessed the States to tackle their own development problems
imposition of dictatorships ag~inst the popular wit,",out internal or external threats of war. We have
will-totalitarian re$imes that have disregarded law- come before the United Nations in the hope of
ful means of expreSSIOn. As is well known, the advent finding support from the Organization, which ,;vas
of such regimes, of the left or of the right, has established precisely to preserve peace.
invariably been the prelude to constant violations of 232. It would be naive to deny that the serious
human and other basic rights. economic problem affecting the entire re~ion of the
225. We must, therefore, establish a policy which continent IS at the root of the crisis gripPIn$ Central
will protect mankind from ideological polarization America. One of the objectives of the meetmg to be
involving violent confrontation. This can be done held at San Jose, Costa Rica, at the end of 'this week
only by advocating the sound principle of pluralism is the convening of the Foreign Ministers of the
as the essence of dialogue and as recognition of member countries of the European Economic Com-
differences of opinion. munity [EEC], Spain and Portugal, together with
226. It was that concept which prompted my coun- their counterparts from Costa Rica, El Salvador,
try, in all good faith, and in co-operation with Guatemala, Honduras, Nicara~ua, Mexico, Panama,
Mexico, Panama and Venezuela, to strive to prevent Venezuela and Colombia, to dISCUSS possible formu-
open confrontation in Central America and thus las for direct economic assistance and other forms of
avert the social and economic upheaval that would co-operation so that this region of Latin America
result from a fratricidal war bound to have grave may have better prospects of development.
consequences for the stability of our continent. 233. I cannot let pass this opportunity to commend
2,27. What we advocate for the region is the promo- the attitude adopted by the 10 member countries of
tlOn of democratic systems, free interplay or political the EEC, along with Spain and Portugal, in their
parties, respect for the rights of others, and tolerance desire to rarticipate in a solution based upon the
as ~~e corner-stone of the political process. This support 0 all nations of goodwill in the search for
POSItIOn stems from the fact that by peaceful means genuine political balance and for the diversification
we have overcome our temporary differences with of economic opportunities.
ou~ sister States of Latin America. Hence, we cannot 234. The countries members of the Coutadora
belIeve that armed confrontation or an international- Group, ~n compliance with the mandate entrusted to
i7..ation of the problems of the region is the way to a them last year, have this afternoon reported to the
bnghter future-one which we truly desire-for a Secretary-General on the work they have accom-
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plished and on the progress of their talks. We have 1981 that recovery in the North would not automati-
submitted the revised Contadora Act to be circulated cally generate recovery in the South.
as an official Assembly document. We also intend to ..
inform the Security Council, in compliance with the 2~2. We are force.d t<? re~ect on th~ fUtilIty of the
provisions of its resolutions. efrorts of th~ OrganI~C1tIonm sI?onsormg the first a~d

. . . . Second UnIted NatIOns Dcv",;:;opment Decades, SIX
235. ~n addltI<?n, the Co~tadoraGroup wIH submIt sessions of the United Nations Conference on Trade
a draft resolutIOn for dl~cussl.on by the .qeneral and Development, the development of the new
Assembly, !hereby complymg wIth the provls~ons of international economic order, and the promulgation
the .resolut~on adopted. by ~he ~ssembly at ItS ~ast of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
sessIOn en~ltled "The SItuatIOn In Cen~ral Amenca: States, which today, given the crisis in the developing
!hr~at~ to mternatIo?al peace and secunty and peace world seem to be mere histork facts.
mltIatlves" [resolutwn 38110]. '. . .
236. Once the Contadora Act, which has met with 243. La~m Amenca now transfer~ 3 per cent of. ItS
broad support from the countries of Central Aml~rjca, gross ~atlOnal product to the .developed cou~tnes.
has been signed, and once we have receive'rl the final Ov~r the past three years, .t~IS has represenle~ a
comments from those Governments, an additional capItal loss of almost .~50 bIllIon. l;Iow paradoxIc!i1
protocol will be opened for signature by all countries. thIS seems when. we r"",a.~ the c~~mItments I?ade In
It will reflect in concrete legal terms the unanimous the 1960s by WhICh the md~stnalIzedc~untneswere
support the international community has given to the to transfer 1 p~r cent of t~elr gross natIonal product
Contadora process from its very inception. The to the developIn.g countn~s. We have. rechannelled
adherence of the super-Powers and the industrialized an~ rendered futIle the .r~a_ efforts of eIght years and
countries to the Act is especially necessary in order ha ve derogated the polthcal efforts of a quarter of a
tha! our objectives may be successfully attained. Nor century.
is it s,tIperfluous t.~. add ~hat it will. be solely and 244. Hence, and for good reason, on 21 June of this
exclUSIvely the. polItIcal WIll of th~ slgna.tory States, year, 11 Latin American countries met at Cartagena
free from any Interfer~nce, that WIll decIde the fate de Indias to consider carefully and effectively the
and future of the regIOn. political and material consequences of the heavy
237. In this same context of the constant search for burden of a $350 billion indebtedness and in order at
peace on all levels, the Government I have the the same time to find, for the purpose of individual
honour to represent here, headed by its President, renegotiations, areas where problems converge and
Belisario Betancur, has embarked with special re- where solutions might be shared, to evaluate them
solve upon a labour of peace for the benefit of all its together, not to propose either a unilateral moratori-
citizens. urn or the oft-mentioned debtors' club, but rather to
2~8. It is a special characteri~tic of my country's work out the best way to f~lfil o~r fi~ancial commit-
present Administration that we are practising at m~n.t~ a~d meet our financlal oblIgatIons through the
home what we preach in the international arena as a remltIatIon of a dev~lopment ~rocess that has been
solution for Central America. It is fitting that this allowed to stagnate In our regIOn.
shoul~ .b~ so, since political leaders are often subje~t 245. The validity and timeliness of the Cartagena
to cr.Itlclsm for the la~k of conSIstency .that IS Consensus [see A/39/33i] will be proved either by
~ercelved between wha! IS preached. at the mterna- success in dialogue or by the bankruptcy of debtors
~lOnal level and the actIOns that theIr Governments and creditors if that dialogue is not achieved. It
In fact take. highlighted as main points of analysis and discussion
239. Colombia is confident that, as the very essence the need to find real levels of interest rates consistent
of democracy, dialogue is better suited to national with the growth of the world economy and the ability
interests than confrontation and unbridled struggle. of the debtors to pay; the need to establish special
We have carried out a policy based on "national compensatory facilities to cover the overhead caused
dialogue" in which our political system has never by present financial conditions; the need to make the
been threatened, much less our institutions and our credit terms of the mpJtilateral financial agencies
legitimately established authorities, which have right- more flexible; the ur~ent need for the IMF to
ly been praised on all sides. contribute to the creatIOn of a new world liquidity
240. I should now like to draw the Assembly's aimed at alleviating the. d~bt ~urden and op~ni~g
attention to one of the issues that is of greatest mar~ets through the elImmatlOn of protectIOnIst
importance to the international community, namely, barrIers.
foreign debt. At a recent meeting we discussed the 246. The first follow-up meeting to the Cartagena
difficulties of strengthening the democratic system if Consensus was held at Mar del Plata just two ,'"oeks
the adverse consequences of indebtedness were al- ago. There, in spite of the optimism of the communi-
lowed to persist and if Latin America remained cations media and of some Governments of devel-
subject to a constant drainage of its resources that are oped countries over the temporary success of some
being transferred to the creditor countries and there- individual renegotiations, we concluded that no
by creating effects that are clearly disastrous for substantive solution had yet been found to the
employment, production and growth. indebtedness problem. As was stated by the negotia-
241. The Latin American region, far from having tors themselves, the rope has loosened a bit but the
progressed. has in 1983 and thus far this year knot is still not untied. In these circumstrances, we
regressed to 1976 levels. In other words. all the find ourselves faced with the need to invite the
political. financial and social efforts of the past eight developed community to establish a direct political
years have been in vain. The widely publicized dialogue with the Governments of the debtor coun-
recovery of certain industrialized countries remains tries. Only governmental decisions on all sides with
confined to their economies. The passage of time has great foresight can save the world economy from
thus contirmed that we were right when we stated in strangulation in the near future.
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247. My country wishes to reite.rate in the Assembly 254. The growing concern of the developi,ng coun-
its interest in the proposed dIalogue. We cannot tries over the prevailing congestion of frequencies
imagine that this m~chanism, w~ich h!ls so (',ften and in certain orbital positions has led to the
saved mankind from Its deepest cflses, mIght through convening of a \¥orld Administrative Conference of
fear or lack of understanding be disqualified as a Space Radiocommunications, which we hope will
means of achieving lasting solutions to the problem. deal with all these issues in a spirit of justice.
l'~ecent rises in the rate of the dollar demonstrate that 255. Just as we have contributed to the definition
it is urgent for all countries, including the industrial- of the law of the sea, a successful endeavour of the
ized countries, to study the international financial international community, we believe that at present
problem together. we must in the same spirit establish the laws of outer
248. On 10 August 1984, at Quito, as was very space, taking duly into account the special circum-
eloquently stressed this morning by the President of stances of the equatorial countries and recognizing
Venezuela [6th meeting], the Presidents of Bolivia, the needs of the developing countries.
Ecuador, Venezuela and Colombia and the Vice- 256. In the effort to strengthen peace and avoid the
Presidenl:3 of Nican.gua and Panama declared that destruction of civilization, Colombia believes it is
the traffic in and illicit use of narcotic drugs was a making a concrete contribution with its proposals on
threat to the public health of peoples, affecting their the regulation of the geostationary orbit, and we
d.evelopment and posing a constant danger of subver- invite the spokesmen of the space Powers to explore
slOn. the path towards harmony and consensus formulas.
249. T~ey also recognized th~t the narcotic~ traffic We want outer space to be a way of reaching our
is an actIvIty planned and c~rn~d out at .the mterna- shared destiny and never a springboard for destruc-
tional level through orgamzatlOns haVIng vast re- tion, hatred and war.
sources and that the struggle against it must be waged 257. We have repeated, almost to excess, the way in
equally by producer and co~sumer .countries ~nd which my country understands and puts into practice
must include conce'1:ed InternatIonal actIOn. its belief in the ideology of the purest humamsm. We
Towards that crl~i, there is a need for a specialized have never taken up arms except in defence of our
intenlational conference, under the auspices of the territorial integrity. None of the sister countries
United Nations, which would declare narcotics traf- bordering ours-in the Caribbean as in the Pacific,
fic to be a uniYersal crime, establish action at the on the Orinoco as on the Amazon-can say that we
world level to combat it and create an assistance fund have called into question the sanctity of treaties and
for the producer countries that are endeavouring at good faith in their fulfilment: Toda~, as in the past,
gre;..t cost to eradicate it. we advocate acceptance, urbl et orbl, of the express
250. Colombia has suffered from th!s scourge at an commitment of a State.
incalculable cost, to the extent that this year it 258. That is why we strongly reject interference or
brought about the death of its Minister of Justi,ce, military intervention by one country in the affairs of
cruelly assassinated by the drug underworld, WhICh another, whether in Afghanistan, Kampu~hea. or
he was valorously combating. Namibia, in Mozambique, Angola or Chad, In Nlca-
251. My Government is continuing that comb~t, ragua, El Salvador or Honduras. Wherever. such
but it knows full well that that trade would not eXIst activities have occurred we have seen a succeSSIon of
if the consumer countries were to tackle it with equal countless cotyses and injustices,. as well as mis~ry, in
energy. This is why we propose to the Assembly that various contments, leaVIng a traIl of hatred, pam and
a pitched and universal war be waged against traffic msecurity for the human race.
in narcotics. 259. We must affirm here that foreign troops and
252. At the thirtieth session of the General Assem- military advisers must return to the camps from
bly, in 1975, Colombia for the first time referred5 to which they came. If we want every State to be the
the need for a legal definition of outer space, and in master of its own wealth, the architect of it:\. own
particular the need to ensure the rights of the economic development and the creator of its own
equatorial countries to the limited natural resource of cultural identity, each must be able with complete
the geostationary orbit, which has assumed extreme autonomy to follow its own course towards peace,
importance as a result of accelerated technological justice and progress.
and scientific advances, the new industrial potential 260. We have defended the right to be different,
of outer space and the risks of its militarization. without affecting the universality of internat;~,"id
253. In the Legal Sub-Committee of the Committee organizations.
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, meeting at 261. We are concerned about the situation in the
Geneva from 19 March to 6 April 1984, we submit- Middle East, which is why we call for a solution
ted, on behalf of the equatorial countries, draft recognizing the right of the Palestinian people to a
general principles governing the geostationary orbit,6 sovereign State, without calling !nto ,\uesti0!l t~e
which the Group of 77 consider to be a good basis for existence of the State of Israel and Its deSIre to lIve m
negotiation. The draft principles represent a serious peace within its own borders. That is what we also
legal statement having broad scientific support; they hope for Lebanon, where we should like to see the
urge that the resource be placed at the service of h h h
mankind and that the present situation of monopoly restoration of the peace and armony t at c aracter-
and inequity be redressed. In 1982, at our initiative ized that nation for so many years, so that there may

be no more bloody acts against humanity such as
also, the new International Telecommunication Con- those that we have witnessed with horror recently.
vention, adopted by the Plenipotentiary Conference
of the International Telecommunication Union, held 262. Similarly, we stress that Great Britain and
at Nairobi, included recognition that there are coun- Argentina should once agai.n sit down ~t the neg~)tiat..
tries such as ours that have a special geographical ing table to resume the dIalogue, unIlaterally mter-
situation. rupted~ which will make it possible to reconcile
'f
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Argentina's sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands 271. The "",:orld today is. <?n a razor's ed&e, threat-
with the interests of their inhabitants. ened on all sIdes by the mIlItary confrontatIon of the

-.., . f l' b two blocs. That is why the Movement of Non-
20.:>. We ~elcome the resumptIon 0 re atIons e- Aligned Countries is necessary. The Movement, of
tween Spa~n and quatemala, ~ announced on 22 which Colombia is a member, is needed in order that
Sept~n~berm our caplt~l, Bogota, after t~e successful the world shall no longer be a battlefield for those
medla~lOn of. the Preslden.t of ColombIa. . vying for supremacy. We welcome the I?olicy ~hat
264. It has nghtly be~n saId ~y represen~atIvesof all stems from the foresight of Marshal TltO, Pnme
the schools of thought mto whIch today's mtemahon- Minister Nehru and President )"'!asser, which inspired
al politics are divided that the arms race between the dozens of newly-independent countries to think for
tw<? major P9wers ha~ gone beyond the bounds of themselves, to struggle for their freedom, to define
ratIonahty. SImple lOgIC w<'>':lld prompt us to reflect their own political, economic and social system with
on the madness of stoc~pIhng enough weapons t.o universal values.
destroy the enemy 10 tImes over. Where can thIS . . .
frenetic and absurd race lead if not to total destruc- 272. It has nghtly been saId that the Umted Na-
tion? ' tions was established on the basis of two prin~iples
265. Let us pause to refle"~t on many reasons to inyolying ~he very fate of the puman cond~tl?n,
celebrate in the near future the triumph of life over ~nncIples mtended to save m~nkmd from anmhIla-
death to sow peace in fields now devastated by war tIo~. The. fir~t c~ncern.s the fight of States to .have
and t~ guarantee the existf.mce of the millions of !helr te~ntonal mtegnty re~pected, a~.a baSIS <?f
human beings who share this planet with us, so that mternatIonal law, together WIth recogmtIon 9f theIr
the intelligence of man shall never be so evil or autonomy an~ t~e peaceful settlement of. dIsputes.
perverse as to prefer nuclear holocaust over the The second I?rmcIple concerns the progresslv~ ~evel-
expectations of progress and fraternity among all the opment.and Im~rovementof the standard ofhvmg of
peoples of the world. the vanous natIons of the world.

266. A year ago, in this same Hall, at the Assem- 273. T~ere can be n.o doubt th~t the Organization
bly's thil ty-eighth session, President Belisario Betan- ha~ pa.rtIally fulfilled. ItS purpo~e I~ respect of deco"-
cur stated that: "Peace is not achieved solely by the omzah~n; .m ~ffirmm~ the ~nnclples <?f. economIC
abolition of the arms race; it is necessary for us to and socIal ~ustlce; and m servmg.as a pol.tt.lcal fo~m,
disarm in spirit and in action" [l9th meeting, para. so that all Ideas may be heard, smce POhtICS consIsts
17]. to a large extent in reaching understa!lding with the
267 We do not want mankind of today and the ad~ersary. My country, as. a peace-lovmg country, as
futu're to awaken to a nuclear threat that has become a s~gnatory !it San Franclsc~ <?f the Ch~rter of t.he
an obvious, unchangeable fact. That is why, together Ut:l1ted NatIons-whose prmcIples contmue to m-
with Chile, Peru and Ecuador, we protested against spIre us to seek agreements such ~s those sought by
the nuclear tests carried out in the South-East Pacific, the Contadora qro~p-would hke ~o propose a
tests that endanger the marine ecosystem of those return to those prmclples. We would lIke. to prop~se
regions of the southern seas. If, as we were haughtily that we make <,>f them. a constant practIce, a da~ly
told those tests have no effect on the marine endeavour, an ImperatIve for all men of good WIll.
env(ronment. of those regions, why were they not 274. A return to principles is a sound policy, above
carn,ed .out m the seas near. the coast~ <?f. t~ose all at a time when, in the midst of grim expectations,
conouctmg them? ~y cou~t1)' IS SUle that It IS Jomed we lose our way and no longer find the compass at
by t~e overwh~lmmg ~aJonty of those represented hand. There is no doubt recognition of the fact that
here I.n supportmg ~he Idea of a D;ucl~ar agreement, as this community of natior.s, based, as is any other, on
mentlOne~by P~e~Ident Reagan m hIS stateI!1~nt here respect for the rights of others, as was emphasized by
[4th meetm~], glvmg .the w<?rld h~pe of arnvmg safe Juarez, and on tolerance for other ideas, remains a
and sound m the thud mIllenmum of our era. valid system for the airing of disputes among States.
268. We express the fallowing thought against all Never before have we found such validity in the
types of injustice. How can we not support the rights words of the French philosopher who described a
of the Namibian people in its struggle for indepen- decent way of life and of thinking which, if applied
dence? Or how can we not support the black race, strictly and with understanding, could be a way of
which has not given up its legitimate appeal for an shared existence for all countries: "I disapprove of
end to the unnatural practices of apartheid in South what you say, but I will defend to the death your right
Africa? How can we forget the millions of innocent to say it."
refugees who die at the hands of mercenaries of. d
authoritarian, violent regimes or who are defenceless 275. In thIS sta;tement, my cou~try ~as en ea~-
victims in the watr:rs of the Pacific? o.ured to share WIth the Assembly ItS hIghest ambl-

. . . tIon-peace; but we fear that we may be alone, that
269: Col~mbla sup~o~s everythmg that the Umt~d in this tower of Babel, this confusion of languages,
N~tlons HIgh. CommIsSIoner for ~efugees ca~ do m not only are words different but also the concepts
thIS regard, In the ~ope tbat hAS work WIll help that they express. We must recognize that for the
minions of human bemgs. throughout the world. We developed world, the socialist and capitalist coun-
must study means that w!11 guarantee them a return tries peace is a concept closely related to disarma-
!O the~r own cou!1tries, with respect for th.eir personal ment and the need to prevent a nuclear holocaust. It
mtegnty and WIth no danger to theIr hves. is, in a word, the solution of the East-West conflict.
270. Likewise, we ask that the question of the Fo~ th~ developing world, however, that third w~rld
Korean peninsula be resolved by peac~ful means, WhICh Inclu~es ~h~ee q.uarters. of our planet, peace IS a
through dialogue between the partIes dIrectly con- concept WhICh IS mevltably hnked to those of pover-
cerned so that negotiations may be resumed without ty, hunger and injustice-m other words, it means a
ho·stility. solution to the North-South conflict.
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276. Colombia wishes to invite the international 284. The authority of the United Nations can be
community to work together to find a coramon maintained only if Member States fulfil the obliga-
denominator for the East-West and North-South tions they have assumed under the Charter. Thr
conflicts, so that we may all arrive at the same idea of basic provisions of the Charter are and must remain
peace and therefore unite all our energies in order to the foremost principles of the international commu-
achieve peace, in progress and justice, for all peoples. nity. They must be our common guidelines for
277. Mr. BODSTROM (Sweden): I should like first peaceful relations and co-operation between States.

1 f Z b· Disputes must be solved by peaceful means. The
of all to congratulate Mr. Pau Lusaka,o am la, on threat or use of force must not be tolerated. States
his election to the high office of President of the must respect each other's territorial integrity and
General Assembly. I also wish to take this opportuni- political independen~e. They must recognize each
ty of warmly welcoming Brunei Darussalam as a new . . E S h ..
Member of the United Nations and to extend to it other's fight to securIty. very tate c ooses, In Its
my country's sincere wishes for a peaceful and own way, how to achieve security, but this must not

be done at the expense of another State. At a time of
prosperous future. increased interdependence, security must ultimately
278. Among the items raised at the first session of be ensured in common.
the General Assembly in 1946 were two issues that 285. In no circumstances can violations of the
merit our special attention today. One was the fundamental principles of the Charter be tolerated.
elimination of atomic weapons and other weapons of No country should have to be subjected to such acts.
mass destruction. The other was South Africa's In pursuing its traditional policy of neutrality, Swe-
claims to what was then known as South West Africa, den has upheld and is determined to uphold its
that is, Namibia. Now, when we are approaching the territorial integrity and national sovereignty. Only by
fortieth anniversary of the United Nations, these respecting the fundamental rules of international law
issues are still with us. On the agenda of the General and through international co-operation can a lasting
Assembly we find the questions of the accelerating peace be ensured. A special responsibility rests on the
nuclear arms race and the illegal occupation of permanent members of the Security Council. If they
Namibia by South Africa. These sad facts should be a themselves, in contravention of international law,
cause for deep reflection. disregard the principles of the Charter, a dangerous
279. There has been no improvement in the inter- breeding-ground is created for international anarchy.
national situation over the past year. Relations 286. For Sweden, membership of the United Na-
between the super-Powers are marked by deep dis- tions and the obligations this involves remain a
trust and there has been little dialogue between them. corner-stone of our foreign policy. For the Swedish
At the same time, the economic gap between indus- Government, it is of the greatest importance that the
trialized and developing countries is growing. The United Nations be given the opportunity to fulfil as
debt crisis continues to be a serious development intended its primary purpose-the maintenance of
problem. No region can escape being affected by the international peace and security.
tensions created by this negative climate. 287. The debate ensuing from the Secretary-Gener-
280. For almost a year, no negotiations have been aI's clear-sighted analyses during the past two years
going on with regard to the reduction of nuclear has resulted' in a number of practical suggestions to
weapons. Despite the insights presented by scien.tists strengthen the United Nations. Last year, the Nordic
about the catastrophic consequences of nuclear war, countries made a concrete contribution to this dis-
as a result not only of the immediate destruction but cussion in a joint report to the Secretary-General.7

also of the nuclear winter, both super-Powers are 288. The Security Council should find working
investing in more and more advanced systems. methods to make it easier to deal with conflicts at an
Warning times become shorter and the risks of a early stage and to prevent the resort to violence. With
conflict breaking out by accident are increasing. this objective in view, there is room for improving
281. The current climate of confrontation must be the co-operation between the Council and the Secre-
replaced by increased dialogue. This dialogue should tary-General. Better methods must be found to
embrace both the armaments situation and the many ensure that the Council's decisions are implemented.
regional conflicts which, under the influence of the The Council should consider meeting at ministerial
great-Power rivalry, tend to become increasingly level on some occasion in order to consider the
difficult to solve. dangers threatening peace and to discuss methods of
282. It is a deeply regrettable fact that almost 40 containing them at an early stage.
years after the founding of the United Nations we are 289. The principle of collective responsibility for
still far from living up to the basic principles laid the financing of the expenditures of the Organiza-
down in the Charter of the Organization. The United tion, including all peace-keeping operations, must be
Nations has all too frequently had to play the part of upheld.
a passive onlooker. Its interventions In conflicts, 290. As Member States, we must all be responsible
when at all possible, have often come late and have for ensuring that we utilize the Organization in the
been directed towards the external symptoms of the proper manner. In his report on the work of the
conflicts rather than their causes.' Organization [A/391l], the Secretary-General draws
283. In spite of their obligations under the Charter, our attention to several tendencies with respect to
States still to a great extent resort to force to resolve working methods and resolutions which are contrary
problems. The international community has been to this aim.
unable to rid itself of the scourge that the violations 291. It is of vital importance that the universal
of human rights constitute. The pro~rammes of the character of the United Nations be maintained.
United Nations for the promotion ot economic and Differences of opinion will not be brought any closer
&ocial development have not been assured sufficient to a soluti 1n if States are excluded from the Organi-
resources. zation.
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299. A decision to observe a moratorium on the
deployment of additional nuclear weapons would be
a valuable contribution in this connection. It is also
urgently necessary to initiate multilateral negotia
tions in order to prevent an arms race in outer space.
The major space Powers can lay the foundation for
progress on this question bilaterally.
300. In our work at the United Nations, at a time
marked by tension and mistrust between the two
super-Powers, we must seek practical ways to con
tribute to building up the minimum of mutual
confidence required for progress in the field of
disarmament. Progress in the negotiations on the
prohibition of chemical weapons at the Conference
on Disarmament indicates that this is not impossible.
301. Since the beginning of 1984, Stockholm has
hosted the Conference on Confidence- and Security
building Measures and Disarmament in Europe. It is
a positive and significant fact that practically all the
States in Europe, as well as the United States and
Canada, are now negotiating confidence- and securi
ty-building measures to promote detente in Europe
and prepare the ground for negotiations on disarma
ment.
302. Respect for human rights must be an indivisi
ble part of the international legal system and of the
work for peace. Violations of human rights are not
the internal affairs of individual countries and must
be condemned wherever they may occur. An alarm
ing discrepancy remains between the real situation in
many parts of the world and the provisions of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenants on Human Rights. Sweden
welcomes the increasing attention now being paid to
this serious problem by the United Nations. We
appreciate the involvement of the Secretary-General
and support his efforts.
303. An important step forward is that a draft
convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment3 has been
submitted to the General Assembly for consideration
at this session. Reliable information indicates that
this shocking violation of the integrity of the individ
ual is being committed systematically in a large
number of United Nations Member States. In the
view of the Swedish Government, it is of great
importance that the Assembly accord this draft the
highest priority. We hope that it can be adopted, if
possible this year, in such a form that its implementa
tion can be monitored in an effective way.
304. The urgent question of abolishing the death
penalty is now being dealt with by the Commission
on Human Rights. It is the Swedish Government's
hope that the work can be carried out with the
greatest dispatch.
305. Outside the United Nations system as well,
significant work is being carried out for the promo
tion of human rights. It is of great importance that
the commitments in this field which were made in
the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co
operation in Europe, signed at Helsinki on 1 August
1975, should be given substantive content.
306. We share the Secretary-General's view that
increased and better co-ordinated multilateral efforts
are required to deal with the serious drug problem.
307. We must also strengthen the role of the United
Nations in the management of the earth's common
resources. Ever since the United Nations Conference
on the Human Environment took place at Stockholm

292. It is also important that States do not turn
away from the work of the United Nations but
instead participate in efforts to carry out from within
the reforms of the United Nations system that may
be called for.
293. The United Nations offers a well-formulated
code of conduct, well-tested negotiation machinery
and all indispensable meeting-place.
294. The concern of peoples and Governments at
the accelerating arms race, in particular the nuclear
arms race between two super-Powers, is reflected in
the widening involvement of the United Nations in
the area of disarmament. Initiatives, proposals and
recommendations for confidence-building measures
in the military field, arms control and disarmament
have increased in number. Studies are carried out on
questions of fundamental importance for the disar
mament efforts. The non-nuclear-weapon States
that is, the great majority of the United Nations
Member States-try in difj.erent ways to find meth
ods to break the deadlock in negotiations between the
two major nuclear-weapon States and to halt the
arms race. Sweden continues to attach great impor
tance to this work within the United Nations and at
the Conference on Disarmament, meeting at Geneva.
295. On 22 May of this year, six Presidents and
Prime Ministers from five continents, including the
Prime Minister of Sweden, made an appeal for the
nuclear arms race to be stopped [see A/39/277]. They
urged the nuclear-weapon States to proclaim a nucle
ar-arms freeze. Also, a broad section of public
opinion in many countries increasingly demands of
the nuclear-weapon States a nuclear-arms freeze.
This is reflected in the work of the United Nations by
the resolution on a nuclear-arms freeze initiated by
Mexico and Sweden in 1982 and approved by the
General Assembly by an overwhelming majority
[resolution 37/100 B].

296. However, it has been possible to implement
United Nations disarmament resolutions to a limited
extent only. This cannot fail to weaken the authority
of the United Nations. A great responsibility for this
situation rests on the two leading nuclear-weapon
States.
297. Those with the power to decide on the use of
nuclear weapons are not only gambling with the
survival of their own countries but also putting our
lives in jeopardy. For this reason, we who do not
possess nuclear weapons must do our utmost to
assert our interests and to persuade the nuclear
weapon States to realize that they also have a
responsibility to us.
298. Today, less than one year before the Third
Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, there are
no ongoing negotiations, either bilateral or multila
teral, on nuclear disarmament. At the Conference on
Disarmament, meeting at Geneva, it has proved
impossible even to establish a committee on the
question of a nuclear-weapon-test ban. This failure of
the nuclear-weapon States to fulfil their obligations
under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons [resolution 2373 (XXII), annex] gives rise to
serious misgivings for the future of that Treaty.
Against this background, it is of particular impor
tance that a comprehensive test-ban treaty be negoti
ated and that negotiations in the nuclear-arms field
are resumed.
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12 years ago, we have gradually realized that it is a
matter of survival for the human race to find
international solutions to the central problems of the
environment. However, at the international level this
realization has so far led to rhetoric rather than to
concrete action. It is our hope that the World
Commission on Environment and Development,
recently established by the United Nations and
chaired by Mrs. Brundtland, of Norway, will prove
successful and strengthen the work of UNEP.
308. The United Nations has a particular responsi
bility to contribute to a settlement of the conflict in
the Middle East. T~rie absence of positive steps in a
peace process is disturbing.
309. The parties concerned must meet in direct
negotiations on the basis of Security Council resolu
tions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Also the PLO must
take part in these negotiations on an equal basis. A
peace settlement must meet the legitimate demands
of the Palestinian people for self-determination,
including the right to establish a State of their own in
the West Bank and Gaza. The same applies to Israel's
right to exist in peace within secure and recognized
borders. A possible way to speed up a settlement of
the question would be to convene an international
conference under the auspices of the United Nations,
as proposed by the International Conference on the
Question of Palestine, held at Geneva from 29
August to 7 September 1983.8 Israel's policy of
establishing illegal settlements in the occupied terri
tories must cease; it constitutes a serious impediment
to a solution of the conflict.
310. The Israeli occupation forces must leave Leba
non without delay. The Swedish Government sup
ports the Lebanese Government in its efforts to
create peace for the Lebanese people and restore the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon.
311. The Iran-Iraq conflict has now entered its fifth
year. My Government expresses its appreciation of
the Secretary-General's initiative with a view to
terminating attacks on civilian population centres
and the use of chemical weapons in the war. The
effect of the war with regard to free shipping in the
region is also a source of concern. It is the earnest
desire' of the Swedish Government that it will be
possible to bring this tragic conflict to an early end by
peaceful means.
312. As was noted at the meeting at Stockholm in
June of this year between the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of the Nordic countries and of the front-line
States in southern Africa, the apartheid policy re
mains unchanged. South Africa continues its endeav··
ours to weaken and dominate the neighbouring States
in order to maintain and strengthen the apartheh..·
system. In its indiscriminate killings and its impris
onment of members of the political opposition, in
particular the United Democratic Front, the regime
has shown its true face.
313. Against thiS background, we must again-and
with renewed vigour-urge the Security Council to
decide upon binding economic sanctions against
South Africa.
314. Six years after adoption by the Security Coun
cil of resolution 435 (1978), the United Nations plan
for Namibia remains unimplemented, as a result of
continued delaying tactics on the part of South
Africa. We finn this unacceptable. Extraneous issues,
such as the presence of Cuban troops in Angola, must
not be used as an excuse to obstruct Namibia's

;ndependence. The Security Council should now
enforce its plan for Namibia and finally bring about a
solution to this question.
315. The Soviet troops still remain in Afghanistan.
In violation of the Charter of the United Nations and
international law, the people of Afghanistan are still
denied the right to independence and the opportunity
to determine their own future. A similar situation
exists in Kampuchea, where the Vietnamese occupa
tion continues. Although the years pass, we must not
accept these conditions. We support the efforts to
resolve the conflicts. The foreign occupation troops
must be withdrawn. The suffering of the civilian
populations in both countries must be brought to an
end.
316. The situation in Central Amerir;a is still tense.
The conflicts in the region have their origin in
economic and social injustice. Sweden fully supports
the efforts initiated by the Contadora Group to
prevent further spreading of the conflicts and to find
peaceful solutions. Only through respect for the
sovereignty and the territorial integrity of the coun
tries in the region can foundations be laid for
political solutions and the danger to international
peace and security be eliminated. Progress in the
entire region towards democracy and respect for
human rights is of decisive importance. The peoples
of Central America must be given a chance to build
up their societi~s in peace and freedom without
external intervention. The United States has a great
and undeniable influence in the region. The Swedish
Government is of the view that the United States
should act with restraint and use its influence to
promote negotiations.
317. The people of C~ile are still deprived of their
civil rights and liberties. The United Nations must
untiringly continue to press its demands for the
restoration of democracy and respect for human
rights in Chile.
318. My earlier remarks on the importance of
strengthening the United Nations also apply to a very
high degree to international economic co-operation
and to North-South relations. We must seize every
opportunity to strengthen the multilateral dialogue in
the economic field.
319. Unfortunately, the discussions in the United
Nations on the problems of development have made
practicall,) .") progress lately. The International Con
ference O~,l L opuiation, held at Mexico City from 6 to
14 August 1984, constitutes a noteworthy exception.
It is our hope that it will lead to concrete results.
320. If the recovery of the world economy is to be
sustained, the developing countries must become
more actively involved in the process. Among other
things, this requires increased access for those coun
tries to the markets of the industrialized countries.
This is necessary, not least in order to cope with the
debt problems. At present, the developing countries
make interest payments at the rate of approximately
$60 billion a year to the industrialized countries.
They receive only approximately $30 billion in grants
from the industrialized world.
321. In spite of the economic upturn, however,
protectionist tendencies appear to be on the increase.
This development must be countered. All countries
should work to strengthen and expand free trade. A
new round of multilateral trade negotiations, careful
ly prepared, can contribute to that end. It is also
extremely important that the decisions taken at the
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sixth session of the United Nations Conference on aware that we live in one world and ultimately share
Trade and Development, held at Belgrade from 6 a common future.
June to 2 July 1983, be followed up. 332. The real and urgent challenge of today is to
322. The developing countries' own struggle against organize the international community in a way that
economic and social crises must be supported by compels us all to face the fundamental issues con-
increased aid, not least through multilateral channels. fronting mankind. The world has become too small
UNDP must be strengthened, and the ('f)-ordination for antagonism and confrontation. Differences and
between the various aid organizations within the conflicts of interest must be resolved through corn-
United Nations system must be improved. The promise and co-operation.
larg~st multilateral development body, ~l?A, .whose 333. The relationship betw~en the United States
undIsputed competence has b~en of deCISIve Impor- and the Soviet Union is a fundamental factor in the
tance. to the poorest countnes, must be ensured environment of international politics. This past
sufficIent resources. We th,erefore regret that some.of summer's great disappointment was the lack of
~he largest don<?r countnes h~ve not shown wIlI- sincerity in bringing about negotiations aimed at
mgness to contnbute to the remforcement of IDA. preventing an arms race in outer space. Earlier, the
323. The critical situation in sub-Saharan Africa, Soviet withdrawal from the negotiations on interme-
which is characterized by drought and starvation, diate-range nuclear forces and the strategic arms
must be met with prompt and decisive action. :reduction talks interrupted the serious efforts aimed
Meanwhile, it is encouraging that the African States at achieving security at a lower level of armaments.
themselves are attempting to reverse the develop- But problems are not solved by turning one's back to
ment through regional co-operation. Sweden has them.
supported, and inten~s in. th~ future to increas~ its 334. In this negative atmosphere, it is extremely
support for co-operatI~n \yIthm the Southern Afncan important that efforts to turn developments in a
Development Co-ordmatIon Conference. more positive direction have been made in the
324. UNICEF's work for the survival of children is dialogue between East and West at the collective
also of the greatest significance, We welcome the level. In NATO we have thoroughly examined East-
Fund's initiative in taking up the question of support West relations in the light of the experiences of the
for children in especially difficult circumstances, 1970s and the challenges of the 1980s and with the
such as children living in situations of war. In this aim of creating a more constructive dialogue. In our
connection, attention should also be drawn to the declaration from the meeting in May in Washington
draft convention on the rights of the child, which is we reconfirmed the priorities and aims of the AlIi-
under consideration in the Commission on Human ance. Thus, despite severe set-backs in recent years
Rights. for the policy of detente, the Alliance has not given
325 The countries of the world need the United up hope. In fact, efforts to seek dialogue and co-
Nations We need the United Nations in order to operation will be intensified as part of a long-term
eliminate the risk of armed conflicts and to achieve policy to bring about genuine detente and stability.
international disarmament. The President of the United States, when he spoke in
326. We need the United Nations in order to be the Assembly yeste.rday [4th meetin~], very clear~y
able to deal with the pressing common problems of reaffirmed the Umted States commItme~t to t.hIS
environment and resources, which no one country p<?lIcy, and we ve9: much hope that the SOVIet Umon
can tackle alone. wIll respond ~osItIvely to that statement.
327. We need the United Nations in order to follow 335. Our polIcy ~nd<?ubtedly correspon.ds closely to
through our efforts to improve the economic and the hOl?es and aspIratIons of all people m West an~
social conditions of the third world ~ast alIke. It also corr~sponqs c~o~ely to the ~ondI-

J.. • tIOns that must be met If the mdIvIdual countnes on
328. The l!mted NatIons must not be al,lowed to both sides of the present dividing line in Europe are
deg~nerate .mto a forum for confrontatIon. ~he to enjoy fully the privilege of expressing their inter-
Un!ted ~atIons must be ~ forum for constructIve ests and pursuing them in co-operation with others.
delIberatIon and co-operatIon. The principal aim is to strengthen peace and deepen
329. Mr. ELLEMAN-JENSEN (Denmark): I should co-operation between East and West. In the short
like first to offer Mr. Lusaka my sincere congratula- term, a more modest aim is to reach a situation in
tions on his election to the presidency of the thirty- which both sides have more to gain from co-opera-
ninth session of the General Assembly. I assure him tion than from confrontation. The Danish Govern-
of the full co-operation of the Danish delegation in ment is ready to contribute actively towards the
performing the duties of his high office. attainment of this aim.
330. Furthermore, it gives me great personal pleas- 336. The Danish Government values highly the
ure to extend· a most cordial welcome to Brunei possibilities for common action which flow from the
Darussalam as the newest Member of the United multilateral process initiated by the Final Act of the
Nations. Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,
331. The international situation today represents a signed at Helsinki on 1 August 1975. The years have
disheartening picture. We are witnessing a lack of also demonstrated the value. of the C.onference
progress in the dialogue between East and West ir. process as a framework f<:>r. dIa.logue. ThIS l?rocess
the crucial an~a of arms control and disarmament. represents to all t.he parttcIpatI.ng .States, bIg and
The global problems of hunger, poverty and the s~all, an opportumty anc,t a.n oblIgatIon: an ~pportu-
violation of human rights remain serious. Regional n!ty fo~ all to launch theIr Ideas and values lI~tO ~he
conflicts have deteriorated into open military fight- dIScussIon about the future of Europe; an oblIgatIon
ing. Perhaps the only reason for keepin~ some to seek results through consensus.
optimism alive is the fact that the growth in mterna- 337. This year, the process has acquired a new
tiona! communications gradually makes people important dimension, the Conference on Confi-I
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dence- and Security-building Measures and Disarm- anything at all, then most of these resources must
ament in Europe, meeting at Stockholm, with the come from expenditure on conventional arms and
task of establishing a set of militarily significant, armed forces, which accounts for four fifths of
verifiable confidence- and security-building measures present military spending.
covering the whole of Europe. It is our hope that the 345. For all those and other reasons, we hope that
Conference will be able to work out concrete meas- the study which the Secretary-General has submitted
ures to strengthen confidence between East and West to the General Assembly on all aspects of the
and thus consolidate the commitments under the conventional arms race and on disarmament relating
Charter of the United Nations and the Helsinki Final to conventional weapons and armed forces
Act concerning the renunciation of force. [A/39/348] will be a first step towards effective
338. We are also looking forward to the CSCE measures of conventional disarmament, which will
expert meeting on human ri~hts at Ottawa next complement measures of nuclear disarmament. I
spring. We trust that the meetmg will contribute to wish to express my gratitude to the Group of Experts
the promotion of the human dimension of the for their endeavours, which resulted in a study
Helsinki Final Act. adopted by consensus.
339. Last year, a record total of 63 resolutions 346. The conflicts in the Middle East still give rise
concerning disarmament was adopted by the General to considerable concern. During the past year there
As::;embly. Unfortunately, this impressive number of has been little substantive progress towards a peace-
resolutions has not had much impact in terms of ful settlement of the problems of that war-torn
concrete disarmament measures. The Conference on region. The Danish G'Jvernment calls upon all
Disarmament, meeting at Geneva, has dealt inten- parties concerned in each conflict to recognize that
sively with many questions which my Government their maximum aims are unattainable and that
regards as high-priority issues, such as a comprehen- negotiations between them are the only way to
sive and effective ban on chemical weapons. The achieve peace.
course of these negotiations has so far been discour- 347. The fundamental and lo_~gest-lasting conflict
aging. in the Middle East is the Arab-Israeli dispute. The
340. We urge all parties to show good will and Palestinian problem is the core of this conflict; and a
flexibility and to work together in an effort to solve solution to the Palestinian question remains a prereq-
some of the high-priority questions, including an uisite for an Arab-Israeli settlement, which can be
agreement on a comprehensive test ban and the achieved only through direct negotiations between all
question of preventing an arms race in outer space. parties concerned. Although we do not want to
341. Nuclear disarmament remains the issue of the prejudice the outcome of such ne~otiations, the
highest priority. At the bilateral level, the United Danish Government has often stated Its belief that a
States and the Soviet Un;~m have conducted negotia- lasting settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict must
tions on mutual reductions of strategic nuclear arms. take account of both the right to existence and
It is regrettable that these negotiations have been security of all States in the region, including Israel,
discontinued. It is the view of the Danish Govern- and the right of the Palestinian people to self-deter-
ment that they must be resumed without delay. mination.
342. The negotiations between the United States 348. However, regrettably, it is becoming ever
and the Soviet Union on intermediate-range nuclear clearer that the existing situation is detrimental to
forces, negotiations which have also been discontin- the buildin~ of the confidence necessary for the peace
ued, are of special concern to us. Instead of a process. It IS crucial that the Israeli Government put
negotiated correction of the imbalance created by the an end to its policy of establishing settlements in the
Soviet deployment of additional SS-20 missiles, a occupied territories, in order to preserve the princi-
situation has been created which has led to further pIe of exchan~ing territory for peace, on which
deployment of intermediate-range nuclear missiles in Security Councd resolution 242 (1967) is based. It is
Europe. The Danish Government sincerely hopes equally important that all parties apply the principle
that negotiations will be resumed without pre-condi- of non-recourse to the threat or use of force.
tions vr delay. 349. The Danish Government cornmends the
343. In an effort to halt the continued build-up of achievements of the Lebanese Government of Na-
nuclear weapons, the Danish Government supports tional Unity towards an improvement of the security
the idea that the nuclear-weapon States should agree situation in Lebanon, and its \..fforts towards national
to a verifiable freeze on all types of nuclear weapons reconciliation. It is our firm belief that the interna-
and their delivery vehicles as a basis for negotiations tional community still has an important role to play
on a build-down, taking into account the security in the restoration of Lebanon's independence, sover-
interests of all States. In this context, I should like to eignty, unity and territorial integrity. Any durable
repeat from my statement at the thirty-eighth session settlement in Lebanon would also require the with-
[8th meeting], that the Danish Government supports drawal of all foreign forces from Lebanese territory.
all realistic efforts to establish nuclear-weapon-free 350. The continued conflict between Iran and Iraq
zones in conformity with the provisions of the Final poses a very serious threat to the stability of the
Document of the Tenth Special Sessio.n, devoted to whole Gulf region. Human suffering 011 both sides
disarmament [resolution 8-10/2]. has been shocking, and despite numerous interna-
344. We can, and must, achieve measures of nucle- tional mediation offers no peaceful solution is in
ar disarmament. But this does not mean that we sight. I wish to express again my Government's
should simply accept the present situation in the area appreciation to the Secretary-General for obtaining
of conventional arms. Quite apart from the possibili- the commitment of both parties not to attack civilian
ty of conventional war itself and the risk of escala- targets, and I encoura~e the Secretary-General and
tion, in certain circumstances, into nuclear war, if the his Special RepresentatIve to continue their efforts to
diversion of resources to development is to mean bring an end to this tragk conflict. Since the begin-
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ning of the war, Denmark has pursued a policy of South-West Asian region and imposing a serious
impartiality and has continuously advocated a peace- strain on the international climate and a heavy
ful settlement based on negotiatIons. It goes without burden on neighbouring Pakistan and Iran. The latest
saying that we strongly condemn any use of chemical Soviet military attempt to bring the popular resist-
weapons in this or any other conflict. We also call ance movement under control has added dramatical-
upon both parties to comply WIth the principles and ly to the sufferings of the already hard-tried civilian
provisions of international humanitarian law in population. We are seeing a further increase of
armed conflicts. international concern for the humanitarian aspects of
351. A glimmer of hope for the future of southern the situation. To my Government's call for with-
Africa arose earlier this year. At Lusaka, an under- drawal of the Soviet forces and recognition of the
standing was reached on 16 February between Ango- right of the Afghan people to self-determination is
la and South Africa on the' withdrawal of South added the hope that international relief organiza-
African troops from southern Angola. At Nkomati, tions, including UNHCR and the International Red
an A~reement on Non-Aggression and Good Neigh- Cross, will be given working conditions that will
bourhness was signed on 16 March by Mozambique enable them to alleviate the plight of the civilian
and South Africa [A/39/159, annex 1], which seemed population.
to imply that South Africa was finally abandoning 356. My Government is deeply concerned over the
the policy of destabilization of the countries neigh- situation in Kampuchea, which is comparable to that
bouring it. Hopes were raised that these agreements in Afghanistan. I reiterate the appeal for a compre-
would contribute to peace and stability in the region, hensive political settlement that would secure com-
and more specifically to early progress towards plete withdrawal of all foreign forces; the right of the
independence for Namibia. Kampuchean people to determine its own destiny
352. Regrettably, it now seems that the hopes were through free elections, supervised by the United
raised too high. There is imminent danger of a return Nations; respect for the independence and neutrality
to the deadlocked position which characterized the of Kampuchea; and a commitment by all States to
negotiating process last y~ar. South Africa has sus- refrain from interfering in Kampuchea's internal
pended the withdrawal of its troops from Angola and affairs.
continues its illegal occupation of Namibia. Whereas 357. Denmark has noted with satisfaction the
SWAPO has reconfirmed its commitment to the moves towards democracy that are taking place in
United Nations plan for Namibia's transition to various Latin American countries. We hope and
independence, South Africa continues to lay down b 1· h h· ·11 I d c, 11 £".
extraneous conditions for its cOmoperation in the e leve t at t IS process WI ea to IU respect lor

human rights and fundamental freedoms in all
implementation of the plan. The Danish Govern- countries of Latin America.
ment remains convinced that the Namibian people
must, without delay, be given the opportunity to 358. The Danish Government is gravely concerned
decide their own future through free and fair elec- at the present tense situation in Central America.
tions, und!~r United Nations supervision and control, Just and durable solutions to the centuries-old social
in conformity with Security Council resolution 435 and economic injustices and oppression cannot be
(1978). achieved by military means. The only path to just
353. In South Africa itself the fundamentrd ele- and durable solutions lies in regional political co-
ments of the apartheid system remain. The new op~ration and respect for the fundamental principles
South African Constitution has in no way changed of non-interference and the inviolability of national
the deplorable fact that the great majority of South frontiers. This goal can be attained only through
Africans are still denied basic human rights and economic and social reforms and a more equitable
fundamental freedoms. The effective boycott of the distribution. It is of overriding importance that all
recent elections by the so-called Coloureds and the conflicts in Central America be settled by peace-
Asians clearly showed the solidarity of those groups ful means, through negotiation. All parties directly or
with the black majol'ity and their aspirations for indirectly involved in those conflicts should therefore
basic human rights for all, without distinction of any show the greatest possible restraint.
kind such as race or colour. The repressive measures 359. My Government fully supports the peace
undertaken by the South African authorities against efforts of the Contadora Group and regards the
those who were active in the boycott are clear elaboration of the Contadora Act on Peace and Co-
evidence that the so-called constitutional reforms are operation in Central America [see A/39/562] as an
nothing but an attempt to consolidate the apartheid encouraging development. I hope that the forthcom-
system. ing meeting at San Jose of the Ministers for Foreign
354. Peace and stability will not come to southern Affairs of the European Communit", Spain and
Africa as long as the apartheid system is maintained. Portugal and their counterparts from the countries of
The Danish Government remains convinced that the Central America, as well as of the Contadora Group,
international pressure on South Africa must be will contribute to a successful outcome of those peace
increased and made more effective. The South efforts.
African Government mU3t not be given any illusion 360. International awareness of human rights has
that the world commun. y will settle for anything less d d b d f' t l' I h . h
than Namibia's early independence and the eradica- emerge, an a 0 y 0 10 erna IOna uman fIg ts

law has been adopted. A global human righ~s con-
tion of the apartheid system. science exists. It is for States to respect human rights
355. In defiance of the overwhelming majority of and to ensure that respect under responsibility not
the States Members of the United Nations, Soviet only to their citizens but also to the international
military fOl'ces have remained in Afghanistan, thus community and international law. Nevertheless
violating the territorial integrity of an independent these standards continue to be violated in almost
State, maintaining the threat to the stability of the every part of the world.
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361. There are no easy solutions to human rights must also address the' serious problems which con-
problems. One important aspect in our efforts to tinue to present obstacles to economic growth in
improve the human rights situation is the imperative large parts of the world, in particular in many
necessity of achieving global accession to global developing countries. It is a shared responsibility that
instruments and to their implementation machinery ways be found to promote economic development in
in its totality, as well as the political will to abide by the third world and among the large populations who
the decisions, recommendations and views of inter- have experienced a reduction of per capita income
national institutions established to safeguard human and for whom the concept of recovery has until now
rights. remained an abstract idea.
362. In spite of the results achieved in the field of 368. The United Nations is a unique forum for a
standard setting, it is still necessary to improve the thorough debate on the increasingly interrelated
protection of human rights in international law. The components of the world economy. It is the Danish
vicious practice of torture and summary or arbitrary Government's hope that this session of the General
executions are hut two examples of flagrant human Assembly will make a real contribution to the
rights violations where international efforts are re- achievement of consensus with regard to the ways
quired. My Government warmly welcomes the draft and means of reaching the goals sct out in the Charter
convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman of the United Nations in the economic and social
or degrading treatment or punishment,3 submitted by areas.
the Commission on Human Rights. It is hoped that 369. In spite of the enormous needs of developing
the lengthy and exhaustive deliberations belong to countries, official development assistance has stag-
the past, so that the compromise text before us may nated during the last few years. Certain donor
be adopted during the present session of the General countries have moved closer to or-like Denmark-
Assembly with effective and mandatory implementa- have exceeded the 0.7 per cent target, but most are
tion provisions. My Government is also prepared to stiB far from reaching it. In the present situation, it is
support steps to extend and strengthen the mandate more than ever necessary that donor countries live
of the Special Rapporteur on summary or arbitrary up to their commitment to expand official develop-
executions. ment assistance. This would also lead to more
363. The Danish Government remains firmly con- equitable international burden-sharing. Particular
vinced that ideological, religious and cultural differ- emphasis should be placed on assistance to the
ences in the world should not prevent the universal poorest and least developed countries. More develop-
and homogeneous application of human rights stand- ment assistance resources shOULd be used for produc-
ards. We therefore sincerely hope that this session of tion and employment-generating activities, especially
the General Assembly will see a return to the in the agricultural sector.
consensus it established last year on the Programme 370. Notwithstanding the amount of foreign assist-
of Action for the Second Decade to Combat Racism ance, it is a prerequisite for development that the
and Racial Discrimination [resolution 38/14]. recipient countries pursue effective economic poli-
364. In addition to the immediate sufferings caused cies aimed at mobilizing domestic resources and
by violations of human rights, such violations tend to channelling them to efficient and productive use.
generate refugee problems. Despite an encouraging This may not always have been the case. We have
trend during the past year, voluntary repatriation seen examples of artificially high excnange rates and
under safe conditions is still a possibility for very few distorted price structures within the agricultural
refugees. Resettlement in third countries remains the field, with negative effects on production and devel-
only remedy for far too many. Denmark remains opment. It is crucial to the political and practical
committed to participating in mternational resettle- ability of donor countries to maintain and expand
ment programmes in a spirit of international burden- their assistance that development efforts are not
sharing. hampered by such policies.
365. The Danish Government attaches great impor- 371. The International Development Strategy for
tance to the involvement of the United Nations in the Third United Nations Development Decade
promoting full equality between men and women. [resolution 35/56. annex] is one of the most ambi-
The World Conference to Review and Appraise the tious and comprehensive action plans formulated by
Achievements of the United Nations Decade for the United Nations system. Regrettably, the accom»
Women, to be held next year at Nairobi, win provide plishments have so far fallen short of the expecta-
an opportunity for reviewing achievements so far and tions for the decade. We urge all countries to renew
for setting out strategies for the future. Likewise, we their efforts during the final phase of review and
welcome the concern of the United Nations, through appraisal, in order that this may lead to reinforced
the International Youth Year, 1985, for the increased nationai and international commitments to achieve
participation of young people in the development of the goals of the International Development Strategy.
society. 372. The initiative taken by the Secretary-General
366. The international economic situation in the on behalf of the African countries has increased the
early part of this decade showed a $rim picture. It awareness of the donor community concerning the
was not until last year that we expenenced a first- urgent need to assist those countnes in alleviating
although fragile-economic upswing in many of the their acute problems. Almost all African countries
industrialized countries. This year has proved that are suffering, and the situation in many sub-Saharan
our cautious optimism then was not wishful thinking. countries can only be described as disastrous. Emer-
Although the economic growth rates vary considera- gency measures are necessary as a supplement to
bly among nations, the general trend is a positive longer-term efforts to secure the sound functioning of
one; clearly, economic recovery is now under way. the African economies.
367. The task before us is to consolidate and 373. Danish development co-operation with the
strengthen this development. To achieve this goal, we African countries has always been particularly inten-
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sive. In fact, last year no less than 53 per cent of our more significant and more sincere affirmation of the
bilateral development assistance, as well as a consid- real relevance of the United Nations?
erable portion of our assistance through multilateral 381. Mr. KHATRI (Nepal): I have the honour to
and humanitarian organizations, went to African convey to you, Sir, and to the representatives present
countries. We stand ready further to strengthen our here, the greetings of my Sovereign, King Birendra
co-operation with those countries. Bir Bikram Shah Dev, as well as his best wishes for
374. The consistent support of my country for the the success of the current session of the General
development activities of the United Nations family Assembly.
is well known. This year the Danish contribution to 382. May I also on behalf of my delegation extend
UNDP will amount to approximately $40 million, our warm felicitations to Mr. Paul Lusaka on his
which is considerably more than in 1983. However, election to the high office of President of the thirty-
similar efforts are necessary on the part of other ninth session of the General Assembly. We are
donors to improve further the financial basis of the indeed happy to find a man of his em10ence and
Pro~ramme and at the same time secure more ability guiding the work of this impm1ant session. He
eqUItable burden-sharing between donors. It is my represents a country which is deeply committed to
h~pe that such a development will be furthered by the principles of non-alignment and has always been
the revitalizing process of UNDP, which is now in the forefront of defending the cause of intemation-
under way. al peace and justice. Nepal shares common character-
375. The work of UNICEF is followed with great istics and commitments with Zambia. My delegation
interest by the Danish public. As a new member of is therefore confident that the deliberations at this
the Executive Board, we hope to contribute construc- se~sion of the Assembly will be both meaningful and
tively to the work of this important body. The child memorable.
survIval revolution launched by UNICEF in 1983 383. I would be remiss were I to fail to express our
has gained widespread and well-deserved support appreciation to Mr. Jorge 1l1ueca, who presided over
among potential donor countries, developing coun- the thirty-ei~hth session of the General Assembly
tries and international organizations. with great dIstinction.
376. Finally, a word on an important international 384. I would also like to take this opportunity to
conference which took place this year-the Interna- place on record our sincere appreciation of the
tional Conference on Population, held at Mexico Secretary-General for his contributions in promoting
City from 6 to 14 August. That Conference con- the cause of international peace and co-operation and
firmed that the interrelationship between poverty also for his efforts to enhance the image and effec-
and rapid population growth has gained increased tiveness of the United Nations.
recognition by the international community. My 385. My delegation has the pleasure to welcome
Government is confident that the recommendations among us Brunei Darussalam, a country with which
of the Conference and the Mexico City Declaration Nepal enjoys a close relationship.
on Population and Development will provide a solid 386. Many distinguished speakers who have pre-
basis for further progress in the implementation of ceded me have given expression to their concern over
the World Population Plan of Action.9 the dangers and difficulties that we face today.
377. In this respect, I find it most important that Indeed, every passing year has been a witness to the
family planning is now considered a basic human drift and deterioration in the inter- '""nal situation.
right and that such activities should be pursued with While the world moves from c ,0 crisis, the
full respect for the free choice of individuals and actions of the international com.bullIJty have been
couples. more in the nature of belated reactions than of bold
378. ' It is a primary objective of the Danish Gov- initiatives to forestall problems or make better
ernment to work for the strengthening of the United arrangements for the future. The maintenance of
Nations and its specialized agencies and to help to international peace and security and the enhance-

.. . f h . ment of global co-operation for the benefit 07 man-
create conditions m which the bodIes 0 t e Organt- kind presuppose a gradual but steady strengthening
zation may most effectively perform the functions of an international order. This will require a univer-
entrusted to them. sal acceptance of the codes of international conduct
379. When, as we hope, Denmark becomes a mem- and a growth in trust and respect between nations.
ber of the Security Council beginning on 1 January 387. These are the principles on which the United
1985, we will approach the task humbly and with Nations was founded, and these are the principles
great respect for the responsibility resting upon us. that we are all committed to uphold. However, the
Our foremost endeavour will be to help to provide gap between conduct and commitment has led not
the Council with that fundamental authority which only to the aggravation of tension and trouble but
can only come from unanimity among all its mem- also has seriously eroded the very effectiveness of the
bers. Organization. I sometimes wonder whether we can
380. In my previous statements before the General afford further deviation from the principles of the
Assembly, I-like most of my colleagues-have Charter of the United Nations. Man's ingenuity in
included a section on my Government's commitment endlessly refining the supreme weapons of universal
to the purposes and principles set forth in the Charter annihilation stands in stark contrast to deprivation
of the United Nations and the great merits of the and destitution of an unimaginable magnitude. A
Organization, which, in its universality, is the unique number of key disputes with potential for subverting
forum for co-operation among all sovereign States of the fragile structure of world peace continue to ~o
the world. I have omitted that section this year. In unresolved. While poverty and economic hardship
dealing with the many issues of world affairs, I have threaten a vast portion of the world's population,
involuntarily emphasized the role of the United efforts to devise global economic remedies remain
Nations in relation to each of them. Can there be a deadlocked. Violence and terrorism, bred by mass
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~rustrations, are sapping the failing faith in human signed to promote security and stability at a lower
hfe and values. level of armament.
~88. If. there was anything of unive~sal significance 392. My delegation shares the ~eep concern at the
In the dIsmal events of the past year I! was our need present prospect of the arms race extending into
to ad~ress ourselves to the most pressIng problem of outer space and reiterates its appeEI for negotiations
~ur tIme, the ar~s ra,ce. Yet we fi~d the mo~entum to be initiated without delay and for action to
In the reverse dIrectIon. The stramed relations be- prevent this development
tween the two super-Powers have continued to feed 393 Th . ..
on the infinitely ominous tendency to build refine . e past years hav~ shown an n~crea~Ing
and stockpile weapons. Their competition' in'manu- tendency to resort to arms In response to SituatIons
facturing and stockpiling weapons of mass destrilc- that could or shou.ld hav.e been resolved throu~h
tion has triggered an intense race far in excess of the peaceful means. :rhls has Inc~eased the. opportun~ty
legitimate need for self-defence among the third for powerful ~orelgn forces t~ Inter~~ne ID the affaIrs
world countries. While the arms race has been of s~allernatu?ns. The superImposItIon of East:-West
increasing both in intensity and scope, no progress is tenslC?ns op regIOnal conflIcts has further complIcated

d d ' th t" , h . .. the SItuatIon.recor e In e nego latlons WIt respect to prIorItIes . . .
identified in the Final Document of the Tenth 394. T~~ sItuatI~n In the Middle East, with ~ll its
Special Session, devoted to disarmament [resolution co~plexltIe~, contInues to.command the attentIon of
8-10/2]. All the more frustrating is the fact that there the InternatIOnal communIty. The adamant refusal to
appears to be very little prospect of an immediate heed ~eason and go~d sense has perp~tuated the cycle
breakthrough, notwithstanding the technical and of mIstrust and vIolence. The national tragedy of
!egal groundwork laid down years ago. The stalemate Lebanon has only un~erscored the n~ed .to re4~uble
In the Conference on Disarmament on such issues as ~fforts to fi~d a solutI~n to that ,contInUIng CrISIS. A
the comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty, agreement Just and lastIng peace In th~t regIon can be ac~ieved
on the complete and effective prohibition of the only through a comprehensIve settlement.c~verIngall
development, production and stockpiling of all ~sp~cts of t~e problem, such ~s. recognItIon of the
chemical weapons and their destruction and on a IJ;lalIenable rIghts C?f the Pal~stIn~an pe~ple and the
convention prohibiting the development, production, r!ght, of all Stat~s ~n the regIon, Includl!1g Israel, to
stockpiling and use of radiological weapons cannot lIve In peace wIthIn secure and recognIzed bound..
be explained other than as a result of the lack of a~ies, ~md Israel's withdrawal from territories occu-
political will on the part oftt.; major Powers to come pled SInce 1967.
to any agreement. 395. The United Nations is the only universal
389. It is true that all nuclear-weapon States have forum within ~he framework of which efforts towards
expressed an aversion to using nuclear weapons. a comprehensIve peace ca~ properl~ be pursued. In
However, the very existence of such weapons in the the past we welcomed partIal steps In the hope that
present state of International relations presents an !he~ would be a prelude to comprehens~v~peace and
unprecedented threat to human life and civilization. Jl;lstlce. We stand ready to support any InItIative that
Possession of the~e. ~eapons confers on the major sIn~erely seeks to addr~ss the elements of a just,
Powers a responsIbilIty to negotiate ways to reduce l~stIng and c~mprehe~sIve peace that I have out-
and ultimately eliminate these weapons of annihila- hned. The Umted NatIons should also take immedi-
tion. ate steps to encourage national reconciliation in
390. Nepal has always insisted that continuing Lebanon, the withd~aw~l of all foreign forc~~ and
dialogue between the United States and the Soviet respec~ for the terrItorIal IntegrIty and legItImate
Union undertaken in good faith will not only facili- sovereIgnty of ~b~non. .
tate progress on all aspects of nuclear disarmament 3~6. The co~tInUIng conflIct between two non-
but also have a decisive impact on the general alIgned countrIes, Iran and Iraq, is a source of deep
climate of international relations. A prolonged stale- concern to the international community. That tragic
mate in the negotiations between the two super- ~ar has causeq immense human suffering and mate-
~owers could, in ~ddition, have far-reaching implica- nalloss anq ~Ill have unpredictable consequences in
tlOns for the prolIferation of nuclear weapons both a very sensItIve area of the world. Nepal renews its
vertically and horizontally. It might then be t~o late appeal to both Iran and Iraq to agree to an effective
for the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear c~ase-fire and seek a negotiated settlement of their
Wea~ons lresolution 2373 (XXII), annex] to contain dIspute.
the sItuatIon any. longer. 397.. Ut~er disregard for. the basic norms governing
391. My delegatIOn fuBy shares the general anxiety relations oetween States m many parts of the world
posed by nuclear weapons. We would like to stress has been a constant source of tension and a threat to
however, the need to tackle the problem of th~ international peace and security. Every State, big or
production., refinement, stockpiling and, above all small, powerful or weak, has the inalienable right to
i~ternational transfer of convent,ional ~eapons. Infe: ch~ose it.s own soc~~l, econ~mic and political system.
nor to nuclear weapons only ID theIr capacity to ThIS baSIC and legItimate rIght of a State and people
bring devastation, these immensely powerful weap- can be .del;lied only at the cost of the ideals, purposes
ons of mass destruction have been a major drain on and prInCIples of the Charter of the United Nations.
the, limited resources of many developing countries Respect f~r these fundar~Jental principles of inter-
whIch are trying to outdo each other in acquiring State ,relations epshrined in the <:;harter is th~ only
them. Thes~ weapons have caused untold suffering in ~ffe~tlve protection for States agaInst the dom1Oeer-
the years SInce the founding of the United Nations. I~g Influence of the big Powers. It is in this perspec-
My delegation welcomes the study on all aspects of tlve that my delegation views the situation 10 Kam-
the conventional arms race and on disarmament puchea and Afghanistan.
relating to conventional weapons and .a~~eq forces 398. The situation in Kampuchea remains a matter
[A/39/348]. We would support any InitIative de- of grave concern. Despite strenuous efforts by the
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United Nations and the International Conference on Government reaffirms its· support for the just strug-
Kampuchea, peace and stability have not come to gle of the Namibian people, under the leadership of
that country and :he situation remains precarious. SWAPO. We also renew our appeal to the members
Only a just solution of the military and political of the contact group of five Western States to
issues can lead to a comprehensive solution of the intensify their efforts for the early implementation of
Kampuchean problem. My delegation once again Security Council resolution 435 (1978), which alone
reiterates its call for the total withdrawal of foreign constitutes the internationally accepted basis for the
forces, which alone ca.n create the conditions in solution of the Namibian question.
~hich the Kampuc~eat:t people can exercise their 405. Apart from the specific political and security
rIght to self-determmatlOn. issues to which A have referred, there are economic
399. Similarly, developments in Afghanistan have problems of an equally great magnitude which con-
been a cause of great tension and anxiety throughout front humanity and which must be taken into
the world. The General Assembly has more than once account seriously if we are to make progress in the
pronounced itself unequivocally on the principles great task of building a reasonably acceptable world
involved and the action required. Only adherence to order. In spite of attempts to strengthen international
the will of an overwhelming majority of the interna- co-operation, the world continues to face increasing
tional community can help facilitate a fair political economic difficulties.
solutiot:t that. will ensur~ tha~ the Afghan I?eople 406. In the face of the pressing economic needs of
~etermme theIr own d~stmy Without mterventIOn or the third world countries, the continued deadlock in
mterference from o?tslde. The efforts of th.e Secre- the efforts to launch global negotiations is clearly
ta9'-General and hIs. Personal RepresentatIve, Mr. unacceptablr The Group of 77 has been approaching
DIego Cordovez, enJ,?Y the full confidence and the issue \\<1th an open and positive mind, as was
support of my delegatIOn. evident in the exploratory exchanges during the
400. The situation in Central America remains thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. We are
volatile and tense. A feeling of insecurity and fear of dismayed that the London Economic Summit of the
destabilization caused by outside forces is fuelling industrialized countries, held in June of this year,
violence and tension in the region. My delegation was conspicuously silent on the issue of global
reiterates its support for Security Council resolution negotiations.
530 (l ~83), w~ich .reaffirms the right of the States in 407. Our concern over this continued impasse
the regIOn to lIve m peace a1'!d freedom.. The efforts arises from our conviction that the fundamental
of the Contadora Group contmue to receIve our firm problems facing the international community in
support. areas of development and international economic co-
401. The situation in Cyprus has taken an unhappi- operation are global in nature and therefore require a
er turn in the recent past. Nepal reiterates its support global, integrated approach. Short of this, no meas-
for the territorial integrity, independence, sovereign- ure, no solution, however well-intentioned, can ade-
ty and n.on-aligned ~haracter of Cyprus. My delega- quately respond to the present crisis.
hon .belIeves that mtercommunal talks under the 408. The much..heralded recovery is limited to a
ausplce.s of the Se~retary-General offer the best ho~e few developed market economies. High interest rates,
for a vI~ble solutIOn of the Cyp~s .p.ro~lem, and It falling prices of primary products, fluctuating ex-
renews Its support for !he recen~ ml~latIve taken by change rates, an increasmg tendency to protection-
the Secretary-General m that dIrectIOn. ism, a critical shortfall in resources of international
402. Nepal remains firm in its view that the development agencies and the high cost of imports
aspirations of the Korean people for national reunifi- have made the economies of developing countries
cation must be fulfilled peacefully, without outside even more vulnerable. In these circumstances, the
interference. ne~ative attit~de. to the pressing needs of the devel-
403. Despite concerted efforts by the international opmg countrIes IS most regrettable.
community, South Africa persists with the abhorrent 409. The United Nations Conference on the Least
system of apartheid. It also continues to implement De veloped Countries, held in Paris in 1981, drew the
its policy of bantustanization, designed to make attention of the international community to the
millions of citizens aliens in their own countr:' The plight of that group of countries, whose economies
recent sham reforms to give a semblance of represen- were extremely fragile and faced further deteriora-
tation to the so-called Coloureds and persons of tion if immediate international action was not forth-
Indian origin is yet another manoeuvre of the coming. The Substantial New Programme of Action
minority racist regime to deny the majority their for the 1980s for the Least Developed Countries,
birthright. South Africa's policies constitute a su- adopted by that Conference,1O was a firm commit-
preme negation of all that constitutes the guiding ment of the international community to help to
principles of the United Nations. My delegation develop the infrastructure of the least developed
renews its call for effective international measures countries and to launch sustained development pro-
under the provisions of the Charter of the United grammes. A mid-term global review of the imple-
Nations, measures which alone can force the South mentation of the Programme is to be undertaken in
African regime to respect the will of the international 1985. Looking back, we cannot but express serious
community, thus neutralizing a potential threat to concern at the lack of progrf'~S in the implementation
international peace and security. of special measures envisagf. !"lder the Programme.
404. My delegation has repeatedly voiced its total My .delegation wishes. to .•..l ..~ ~his opportunity ~o
opposition to South Africa's illegal occupation of remmd donor countrIes of their solemn commlt-
Namibia. We strongly denounce the prevarications me1'!ts and urg~ th.em to come forward generously to
often resorted to by South Africa to delay indefinitely realIze the objectives set out m the Programme.
the independence of that Territory, for which the 410. As a least developed, as well as a land-locked
United Nations has the sole responsibility. My country, Nepal has a vital stake in the full and
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successful implementation of the Programme, We part of this process, the seven countries of South Asia
have launched a co-ordinated and programmed effort are engaged in a programme of regional co-operation.
to achieve the all-round development of our country, We have already covered important ground at the
but our efforts need a good degree of international conceptual stage, and an integrated programme of
support. While we accept primary responsibility for action has been adopted. The second S'1.Iuth Asian
our own national development, international co-op- Regional Co-opl~""ation Meeting of Foreign Ministers,
eration can go a long way in helping us to help held at Male on 10 and 11 July of this year, gave clear
ourselves. guidelines for the systematic implementation of the
411. International development organizations have programme, of action, launched in a spirit of mutual
a vital role to play in achieving the objectives of the understandmg fOf mutual benefit.
Int~rnationa! Development Strategy for the Th~rd 417. This brief survey of a few of the important
Umted NatIons Develop~ent Dec~~e [resolutlOn issues facing us brings me back to the idea with which
35/56, annex]. Shortfalls ~n the cntIcally ,ne~ded I opened my statement. The ideal world order which
resources a!located vo.lun~anly ~o th~se orgamzatIons the Charter of the United Nations visualizes, viewed
are dlsturbmg. Orgamza~Ions lIke U3D,P have~ oyer against ever-increasing and complicated problems,
the years, developed a hIghly ~~fined SkIll to provIde appears Utopian. It is, however, preferable to a
development assIstance. InabIlIty to use these v~lu- course of events which, if allowed to grow unchecked,
able t<?ols because of severe resour~e constralI~ts would lead to a world conflagration.
would Indeed be unfortunate. I take thIS opportumty
to express our appreciation of the valuable assistance 418. While the reality around us is bleak, we at least
Nepal has been receiving from various United Na- have some instruments to deal with it. The process of
tions bodi.:s anc agencies. decolonization, except for Namibia, is almost corn-
412. Given the interdependent nature of the world plete. Human righ~s ~nd hu"?-an dignity hav~ become
economy, energy, including new and renewable Important factors m InternatIonal affaIrs; ~clence and
sources of energy, cannot be treated in isolation. It is tech~ology ~ffer great prospects for attackmg po"erty
an issue closely related to international finance and an~ mequal~ty on a global ~caie; and, ab~ve all, the
monetary questions and development assistance. U!11t~~ NatIon~ offers ~ umque mechamsm ,to deal
Development of a sustainable supply of energy wIth mrea,ts to mtt:rnatIonal pe~c~ and secunty. T~e
without excessively depleting natural resources is a freque~t sIde-t~ackIn~ of the decIsIons of the Se,cu~Ity
great challenge to the international community. It CouncIl and Its faIlure t<;> develop ~n effec~Ive
was in this spirit that my country welcomed the common approach t~ potentIal threats to mternatlon-
Nairobi Programme of Action for the Development al pe~ce and st:cunty have eroded. respect .for t~e
and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Secunty CouncIl and for the Umted NatIons In
Energy, adopted in 1981,11 and the subsequent general. If things are allowed to go on in this way, we
developments leading to identification of priority face the danger of accepting difficulties without
areas for immediate study and possible implementa- trying to solve them, with possible catastrophic
tion. results.

413. Nepal has based its strategy for natio,nal 419. This places enormous responsibilities on each
development on an accelerated but prudent explOlta- of the States Members of the United Nations. A
tion of water resources. However, the magnitude of rededication to the commitlTf'nts undertaken under
the task in terms of resources and technology require- the Charter must mean a cl~ar realization of the
me~ts is i!TI!l1e~se, We, appreciate t~e interest ~nd demand for cohesion and co-operation in facing
actIve, pat:tIClpatIo~ of frIendly couJ}tnes and multIla- threats-·political, security and economic. Interna-
teral InstItutIons m thIS undertakmg. tional peace and security and international co-opera-
414. Because we are aware of the fact that science tion for global development are issues which override
and technology alone can give us a breakthrough in ideological interests. Given the sincere co-operation
socio-economic development, the activities at the of all, the mechanisms provided in the Charter for
United Nations in this field are of great interest to us, the maintenance of international peace and security,
In the last few years we have made some institutional for social justice and for economIC development are
arrangements to mobilize local talent for national as valid today as they were at the time of their
development. My delegation notes with satisfaction formulation.
the work done by the Intergovernmental Committee ,. " .,
on Science and Technology for Development:n 420. Nepal has ab~dmg faI~h m the prIncIples and
implementing the Vienna Programme of Action on purp<?ses of the Umted NatIons. We stand ready. to
Science and Technology for Development, adopted c0!1t~Ibute I~ what,ever way we ~an to strengthemng
in 1979. 12 We look forward to an early settlement of thIS mternatIonal mstrum~nt of p~ace and ~evelop-
the issue concerning resources for the establishment ment. ,J:h~ present state of InternatIonal relat~ons and
of a financing system for science and technology. the cns!s I~ the \\:,orl~ ~~o~~my have only remforced

, , our belIef m the mdlvlslbIlIty of peace and develop-
4~ 5. The con~mued deadl<;>ck m the North-South ment. This perception has led us to support the
dIalogue has remforced the, Importance and ~rgency establishment of zones of peace in the Indian Ocean~
of South-~outh, co-operatl0!1. My delegatIOn ex- South-East Asia and any other region or country. We
presses satlsfa~uon at the achleVemen!s of the follow- likewise support the recent initiatives of ASEAN to
up of ~he Caracas Programme of ActIOn, adopted by make South-East Asia a nllclear-weapon-free zone. It
t~e HIgh Level Conference on, Economic Co-oper~- has been our considered view that each initiative of
tlon amonglPevelopmg Countnes, held at Caracas m this nature, be it the creation of a zone of peace or of
May 1981. a nuclear-weapon-free zone, will help to reduce
416. Nepal firmly believes that the strengthening of tension and institutionalize peace, with a positive
South-South co-operation is an essential ingredient of and salutary effect on peace, stability and develop-
international co-operation and development. As a ment.
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421. Inspired by a desire further to strengthen
peaceful and co-operative relations with all countries
and in response to our national needs and aspira
tions~ King Birendra has proposed that Nepal be
declared a zone of peace. This proposal embodies our
firm resolution to meet challenges of development in
an atmosphere of stability and security, while con
tributing to the c~use of peace and stability in our
neighbourhood and beyond. This proposal reflects
our traditiona.1 ethos and embraces the spirit of the
Charter of the United Nations and the purposes of
the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. I take this
opportunity to thank all those countries which have
supported our proposal.
422. In conclusion, I wish to emphasize once again
the gravity of the present int~rnational situation. The
tendency to replace co-operation by confrontation,
conciliation by conflict, mutual understanding by
discord and accommodation by imposition cannot be
allowed to grow unchecked. With its near universal
membership and well-established principles, the
United Nations continues to be our best hope for
saving ourselves and succeeding generations from the
Cicour~e of war. What is needed is our will to use this
Hla,chmery and effort to make it more effective.
Nepal is ready to support any initiative in that
direction,

The meeting rose at 8.30 p.m.
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